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The language of life

I

f you are at all familiar with the language of prayer, one of the things
you’ll have noticed in some of the
more modern books is that the terminology of the Psalms has been replaced
with expressions that are more in tune with
Western consumer culture.
Take sin, for instance. The words of the
Psalms – “blot out my transgressions”,
“wash away all my iniquity”, “cleanse me
from my sin” (Ps 51:1,2) have been
replaced with terms such as “heal our
hurts”, which owe more to modern psychology than theology. The same is true in
other areas as well. Just listen to some of
the prayers that we offer in church services
and you’ll get the picture. The language of
the Psalms is missing. Gone are the expressions that speak of guilt, frustration, torment and unhappiness. These emotions
simply lack credibility in a culture that
idolises self-esteem.
In fact, the more the Psalms have
dropped out of religious vocabulary and
outlook, the greater the difference that has
emerged between our spiritual experience
and that of leading Christians in past generations. Pick up Augustine’s Confessions,
and you will notice the difference. Follow
the influence of the Psalms on his life as
you move through the first nine books,
which end with the death of his mother,
Monica, and you will see what I mean.
Augustine’s is a God-saturated life which is
soaked in the language of the Psalms. His
Confessions begin with the praise of the
psalms: “You are great, Lord, and highly to
be praised ... your wisdom is immeasurable
(Pss 47:2; 146:5). They reach a climax at his
mother’s deathbed: “Enter not into judgment with her ... let no one tear her from
your protection” (Ps 142:2; 90:2).
Interestingly, just before his baptism, he
resigned from his office as professor of

IMPORTANT NOTICE – GST
All subscription renewals, advertisements, etc.,
will be charged the GST as from 1st July 2000
where and when applicable.
When applicable the Invoice will show a separate
amount of GST and the Invoice will carry our
ABN and the words Tax Invoice.
Thank you for your continued support and we look
forward to serving you in the new financial year,
With Christian greetings,
Walter Bruining

rhetoric and withdrew to the hills above
Milan to prepare himself for his new life
with Christ. He devoted himself to spending half the night reading and re-reading the
Psalms. He found in their words the
expression of his own deepest feelings – a
sense of deep contrition for sin, rising to a
victorious song of praise for God’s infinite
mercy to him.
He said of this time: “My God, how I
cried to you when I read the Psalms of
David, songs of faith, utterances of devotion which allow no pride of spirit to enter
in! How I cried out to you in those Psalms,
and how they kindled my love for you! I
was fired by an enthusiasm to recite them,
were it possible, to the entire world in
protest against the pride of the human race”.
It is little wonder that Augustine spent the
rest of his life immersed in the Psalms. He
wrote two commentaries on them and chose
for the motto of his magnum opus, The City
of God, the words of Psalm 87:2: “Glorious
things are said of you, O city of God.”
Again, it is not without significance that
the Psalms played a major role in shaping
Luther’s spiritual development. He began
his public career in Wittenburg as a lecturer
in theology by teaching a course on the
Psalms in 1512. Several years later he published, in addition to his Exposition on the
Psalms, a commentary on the Seven
Penitential Psalms (1517). He clung to his
Psalter as his closest friend.
In 1530, Luther was confined to a castle
for protection. During this time, his father
died. Luther’s doctor wrote to the
reformer’s wife: “your husband was shaken
at first ... When the letter came, he said: “My
father is dead”. He took his Psalter, went to
his room and wept so that he was incapacitated for two days, but he has been all right
since.” It was also during this period of isolation that he worked on an exposition of
Psalm 118. He says of the psalm: “This is
my psalm, my chosen psalm. I love them all;
I love all Holy Scripture, which is my consolation and my life. But this psalm is the
one nearest my heart, and I have a familiar
right to call it mine. It has saved me from
many a pressing danger ... it is my friend;
dearer to me than all the honours and
power of the earth.”
If only we had the same degree of familiarity with the Psalms! I am convinced that
the church will be unprepared for life when
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the words and aspirations of the Psalms are
missing from our worship and conversation. The beauty of the Psalms is that they
provide the appropriate vocabulary and
world-view for people who have already
experienced the first down-payment of
God’s salvation but who still yearn for the
final instalment.
Redemption has two phases: a present
aspect – the forgiveness of sins and gift of
the Holy Spirit. But there is a future one
too: the resurrection of our bodies at
Christ’s return. The Psalms speak to us
during this period of blessing and waiting.
Christians know a joy and delight in
God which surpasses all others. They experience blessings which unbelievers will
never know. But they also experience anger,
frustration, loneliness, uncertainty, dispossession and occasional despair. The Psalms
provide us with a language of experience
that is appropriate for people living
between the times – in the period of the
“now” and “not yet”.
We need to study the Psalms afresh. The
modern church is awash with the idea that
Christianity is about peace, prosperity and
personal affluence. The triumphalism of
Laodicea rules. The best antidote for this
spiritual malaise is to revert to the politically incorrect but spiritually potent language of the Psalms.
Peter Hastie
___________________________________

From the Convener

T

he world of work
is changing. Young
people can no longer
think of a single lifelong career, but several careers; technology is changing the
workplace and how we think of work. But,
at the most basic level, nothing has changed.
We work to honour God – it is part of his
plan. Adam worked in the garden, and – as
Peter Barnes shows (page 28) – we will work
in heaven. Peter Wolnizer, dean of economics and buisness at the University of Sydney,
offers considerable insights in an interview
beginning on page 17.
Robert Benn,
Convener, National Journal Committee ap
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An unexpected lesson
History’s failures teach us much – above all, God’s grace.

D

o things always turn out as you
expect? I did not ask whether
they turned out as you hoped, but
rather as you expected. It must be
a very rare person who can say that his life’s
course has been just what he anticipated.
Indeed it is often the very reverse.
May I put a similar question? Can we
anticipate the future simply by knowing
what God is like and what he is likely to
do? Our answer would most likely be that
things turn out very differently from what
we might expect that God would ordain.
The psalm writers wrestled with their
understanding of history: how do we discover God’s purposes and relate the course
of history to our knowledge of God? There
are a couple of psalms in particular which
are devoted to this issue.
Take, for example, Psalm 78. It’s a very
surprising psalm because it reverses the
common reasons given for the study of history. It begins by saying that young people
should be taught about the past. Fathers
should teach their children. When people
speak about the importance of studying
history, they generally mean that the past is
to be held up as an example of great and
noble deeds so that youth can imitate them.

Noel Weeks
The psalmist does the reverse: he wants
children taught the past so that they will
not be the failures that their fathers were.
The bulk of the psalm is taken up with
the sorry history of Israel.The psalmist
looks at Israel’s history from the time that
they left Egypt to the end of the period of
the judges. It’s a story of rebellion against
God, of Israel’s cowardice and misery.
Their spiritual failure was made even more
inexcusable by the fact that it happened in
the face of God’s miraculous interventions
and merciful patience. The psalmist is giving a condensed version of what we find in
the historical narratives of the Bible.
Certainly there were men of faith in Israel’s
past; but they were the exception and not
the rule.

By the time Asaph, the psalm’s author,
reaches verse 64, Israel is seen as a nation
that is strong only in rebellion against God.
It is plunged into a nosedive of destruction
and misery. In other words, Asaph has carefully followed Israel’s history through the
sad story of sin and punishment that we
find in the book of Judges and the early
part of I Samuel.
At this point , Asaph confronts a puzzle.
The sin of Israel seemed to be leading them
to total destruction. However instead of
Israel’s demise, the powerful Davidic kingdom comes into existence. It ushers in a
period of prosperity and relief from
oppression. Why didn’t God punish the sin
of Israel as it deserved? The writer knows
he’s confronting a mystery. So he uses a
very bold simile to describe what happened: “Then the Lord arose as if from
sleep Like a warrior overcome by wine.”
(verse 65). In other words, God got up like
a drunk with a sore head and devastated
Israel’s enemies. It’s not the expected end
of history, but it’s consistent with the
whole psalm’s depiction – indeed of the
whole Bible’s depiction – of a God who is
astounding in his patience and grace to his
people.
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When we say that history has not gone
according to our expectation, we usually
mean that it’s contained disappointments
for us. That’s because we wrongly believe
that we deserve only the best. This psalm
deals with a far greater surprise in history:
God blesses his people when they do not
deserve it.
I have more to say on this theme from
other passages of Scripture but, before I do,
I must stress the relevance of this psalm to
our present situation. We have a tendency
to give a quite false history of the church as
though it’s a history of accomplishment.
We say: “Look at all the buildings we have
erected. Look at the schools, colleges and
so on.” We omit the church’s unfaithfulness to God, the false teaching, the lack of
love and compassion, the internal squabbles. Since we do not teach the real history
to those who come after us, we encourage
them to repeat our sins.
And yet the church still exists and even
experiences blessing. For God is unexpectedly merciful. The more we hide our own
failure as well as the failure of former generations, the more we obscure the grace of
God. The writer in Psalm 78 was telling real
history; that’s why his account humbles
man and exalts God.
Of course, we may be so familiar with
the story of David’s rise that it does not
surprise us. So let me go to a less familiar
history – the account of Jeroboam son of
Joash in 2 Kings 14:23-27. Jeroboam was
one of the evil kings of Israel. He worshipped the golden calves at Dan and
Bethel. Once again, it’s an unexpected history: “He did evil in the sight of the Lord ...
he restored the border of Israel ... the Lord
saw the affliction of Israel ... he saved them
by the hand of Jeroboam the son of Joash.”
God’s mercy uses an evil king as a saviour,
even when the man’s heart has not been
changed. It is not our misfortune that
makes history hard to fathom; it is God’s
mercy.

G

od’s mercy means that the wicked do
not receive the punishment which they
seem to deserve. That in itself leads to confusion. “Because the sentence against an
evil deed is not executed quickly, therefore
the hearts of the sons of men among them
are given fully to do evil.” (Ecclesiastes
8:11)
Asaph wrestles with another consequence of the longsuffering of God in
Psalm 73. He observes that evil men seem
to prosper in the world. A believer might
well ask why he should bother to be faithful when God seems to bless those who
defy him. The psalmist overcomes his
doubts about God’s faithfulness in a significant way. He knows that to speak out his
doubts would be to harm other believers

(verse 15). The convincing answer comes
when he enters the sanctuary of God.
Throughout the Old Testament the
sanctuary is the place for the display of
God’s holiness ( see Isaiah 6:1-5). It’s in
that context that the psalmist’s perception
changes. The final judgment of the wicked
becomes impressed upon him (verses 1820). It is only from the perspective of
God’s holiness, a holiness that will finally
deal with sin, that the whole picture
becomes clear. Scripture clearly teaches a
final judgment (Daniel 12:1-2; Matthew
25:31-46). God’s longsuffering and kindness, even to those who hate him, does not
overcome his holiness because God will
reveal it at the final judgment.

is still true. The New Testament version of
that same truth is expressed by Paul. While
he lists the experiences of the believer as
“tribulation, distress, persecution, famine,
nakedness, peril and sword” he still affirms
that the greatest miseries of this life cannot
“separate us from the love of God, which is
in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 8:3539).
Allow me to turn to another psalm
which brings together some of these
themes: Psalm 106. It begins with praise of
God and the psalmist confidently turning
to him for help. Then it goes into the history of Israel’s unfaithfulness and God’s
judgments. In that, it is very similar to
Psalm 78. The Bible is the story of the
repeated failure and apostasy of the people
of God.

H

Unless we believe this, life presents us
with huge injustices. It’s not necessarily the
righteous who prosper. Our most honest
actions may produce our greatest miseries.
How much more the problem for the man
who denies a holy God and a final judgment! He sees the injustices of life. It may
be convenient for him to cover his own sins
by magnifying those of others. His
response is frustration and anger. He may
try to become the world’s sheriff, taking
the law into his own hands. His attempt to
play God and inflict punishment may
involve violence, or it may merely be a turning a foul mood upon everybody. Scripture,
in contrast, tells the believer to leave the
final reckoning to God and to love his
enemy (Romans 12:17-21).
Asaph begins Psalm 73 where it ends:
“Surely God is good to Israel”. After we
have worked through these issues and are
no longer confused by the apparent injustices of life, then we can see God’s mercy to
his people. Even when it seems that God
favours others rather than his people, that
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owever, there is another theme which
recurs throughout this psalm. It’s the
theme of God’s unwillingness to take the
final step to destroy his people. It shows
itself in several ways. When Israel, having
come out of Egypt, refused to believe and
trust God, he, desiring to make his power
known throughout the nations, refrained
from destroying them (verse 6).
Again,when Israel made the golden calf,
it was Moses as mediator who stood
between the people and the wrath of God
(verse 23). Phinehas was a different sort of
mediator after Israel joined the worship of
Baal-Peor (Numbers 25:1-13). By bringing
God’s judgment and purifying the camp of
sin, he saved his people from wrath (verses
28-31).
Thus this psalm brings out several
things which are basic to biblical religion.
God, who wants to make his power known,
may withhold his anger. Nevertheless, the
real aversion of God’s wrath requires a
mediator. Phinehas did it by punishing sin
and cleansing the camp; Moses by offering
himself for destruction in the place of the
people (Exodus 32:32). These both point
to the work of Christ as mediator between
us and God’s anger. He purifies the camp
and saves his people by taking both their
sin and God’s wrath upon himself.
At the centre of history is a surprise.
When we do away with the false gloss that
has been put on history, we see sin and failure. What hope is there if even Christians
are so bad? The surprise at the centre of
history is that God saves his people who do
not deserve it. That is the history the
psalmists tell. Let us make sure we tell the
same story.
Dr Noel Weeks is senior lecturer in ancient
history at Sydney University and the author
of a number of highly regarded books such as
The Sufficiency of Scripture and the Christian
ap
School.
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Our God reigns
The Psalms form one of the greatest missionary books in the world.

L

ast semester, I had a great opportunity to study “The spirituality of
the Psalms”. Like most Christians,
I love to read and meditate on the
Psalms because they lead me to pour our
my heart to the Lord in the midst of various situations as the Psalmists did. They
also encourage me to draw attention to my
relationship with God and with others.
The subject of the spirituality of the
Psalm is enormously wide-ranging, but I
would like to share one aspect – our call to
world mission.
The Psalms are not simply a product of
the faith of Israel, the pouring out of
human hearts, they are also part of the
canon of Scripture for all Christians,
inspired by God. Hence the Psalms are not
only human words to God, but they are
also the words of God to humans. Because
they disclose who God is, we can be taught
about God through reading the Psalms. For
this reason, the Psalms have always been
cherished to instruct God’s people concerning God, concerning the world, and
concerning the life of faith.
The Psalms consists of five Books. The
final chapter of Book III, Psalm 89, speaks
of a crisis in the life of Israel: the king had
failed and the covenant was broken. Was
there a future for the nation? When the
people of Israel cried out because of their
suffering, God responded to them. Gerald
H. Wilson suggests that Books IV and V of
the Psalter are designed “as the ‘answer’ to
the problem posed in Ps 89”. And the main
answer that Book IV provides to us is: “The
Lord reigns!”

G

od’s kingly reign is where we begin to
understand the spirituality of the Psalms,
the basic element in the faith of the
psalmists. The Psalms speak of God as the
one who is King eternally (10:16). He is
enthroned on his heavenly throne (11:4;
29:10) and he is obviously the ‘king from of
old’ (74:12) as the Creator. Therefore he is
properly King over all the earth (47:2,7)
and the proclamation “The Lord reigns;
will be heard in all nations” (96:10).
The reign of God includes three spheres
in the Psalms: Yahweh is ruler of the gods
(95:3; 97:7,9), he rules over the world and
all its components (93:3-4; 95:4-5; 97:4-5;
96:11-13; 98:7-9), and he rules over all peoples and all nations (47:2, 7-8; 96:3,10; 97:6-

Suk Yun Lee
7; 99:2). The substance of the reign of God
is shown not only as a foundation for praise
and petition, but also a model for the life of
the faithful. The reign of God offers
grounds of praise, prayer, instruction, crying, complaint, and so on.
The book of Psalms suggests that those
who choose to live under the reign of God
will praise God, pray to God and will long
to see his salvation reach all the nations.
That is why the book of Psalms is one of
the greatest missionary books in the world.
If we read through the Psalms and mark
all the places where the Psalmist speaks of
God’s call to the nations, we find more
than 175 references. When worshippers

sang these songs in the Temple, they must
have been impressed by the fact that God
would bring salvation to the nations. There
are some very famous Psalms that have a
strong missionary message, such as Psalms
2, 72 and 98. But there are others as well,
such as Psalms 67, 96 and 117.
Psalm 67 is a passionate prayer that God
would act on the promise he gave to
Abraham to make him a blessing to all the
peoples on earth (Gen 12:3). As Derek
Kidner has said: “If a Psalm was ever written around the promises to Abraham, that
he would be both blessed and made a blessing, it could well have been Psalm 67.” This
Psalm has almost the same structure as
Genesis 12:2-3 “Bless us ... bless us ... bless
us ... that your ways may be known on
earth, your salvation among all nations.”
When the worshippers of Israel sang
Psalm 67, they realised why God was so
merciful to them: that “all the ends of the
earth might fear him” (v7). God gave them
a better life so that the nations would know
the Lord, receive his salvation, and sing for
joy in living under his rule (vv2-4). God is
concerned that all the peoples “fear” him.

K. M. SMITH
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He wants them to submit to him – to his
way of understanding, of living and of
worship. Everyone who sang this psalm
was asking God to bless them so that
they themselves could share the good
news of Yahweh’s kindness with people
from other cultures.
Psalm 96 is another missionary psalm.
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It not only calls on God’s people to “sing
to the Lord” (v2); it also commands them
to “proclaim his salvation day after day”,
and to declare his glory among the
nations, his marvellous deeds among all
people” (v3). The Psalmist obviously
believed that the people of Israel had
some good news to tell the nations.
When the Psalmist calls on Israel to
“proclaim his salvation” (v2), he uses a
Hebrew word (basar) which is the Old
Testament term for what the apostles did
in “bringing the good news” or
“announcing the gospel” (euangelizomai) in the New Testament. The apostles preached the crucified and risen
Jesus. The psalmist had the same hope
too. He wanted the nations to turn to
Israel’s Messiah, the one who would be a
greater king than David.
Psalm 117 is a very small psalm, but it
has huge implications. It calls on all the
nations and peoples of the earth to praise
the Lord (v1). But how can they extol
the Lord unless someone goes to them
and tells them about God’s love for
those who are lost in sin? The only reason why Israel would go is because she is
convinced that God’s love for her
requires it. And that is what the Psalmist
says (v2). Israelites have to be a joyful,
witnessing people who want other people to know the true God. The same
should be true for you and me. When we
sing the Psalms we should become
enthusiastic for mission. We will want to
reach out to people from other cultures
with the good news about Jesus.

T

he vital theological declaration of the
Psalter is that the Lord reigns! The
notion of the reign of God should motivate us to worship and missionary work.
In worship, God’s people celebrate the
magnificent deeds of the One who is
king and creator of all. Our worship is an
affirmation that “The Lord reigns!” to all
the earth. Through our worship all people are summoned to join in the proclamation “The Lord reigns!” (96:10).
The Psalms draw the portrait of the
nations of the world being subject to our
God. God is so great that the nations
will come and worship before him (96:3,
99:2-3). The Psalms summon you and
me, and they also command us to call
upon people in other lands to do the
same as well.
Suk Yun Lee is a member of the
Presbyterian Church presently studying for
an MA in Theology, having previously
graduated from SMBC. She is married to
Joo and has two children, Gloria and
ap
Andy.
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T

he “Super-Psalm” is of course Psalm
119. It is the psalm that is impossible to
ignore; the psalm that the Bible reader is
continually running into when searching for other psalms. Why it is so massive? Why
do we have such a gigantic psalm in Scripture? It
is not at all surprising that there is such a psalm;
indeed the real surprise is that we have only one
such psalm and not many more, when we consider and understand the character of the Book
of Psalms.
The placement of Psalm One at the head of
the Psalter is our best guide as to what use this
inspired and inspiring book is to be put. This
initial psalm offers the reader a pair of
“hermeneutical glasses” through which to view
the 149 psalms that follow. The man blessed by
God is one “(whose) delight is in the law of the
Lord, and on his law he meditates day and
night” (1.2), and the next 149 psalms are the
written-down fruit of that kind of meditation.
There are other psalms which are obvious examples of meditating on God’s law – Psalms 19, 25,
78, 89, 93 and others – but this is most fully
expressed in Psalm 119, which has been called
the lodestone of the Psalter, the magnetic centre
of the entire book of Psalms – that to which all
the other psalms gravitate. This huge psalm
shows what the whole book of Psalms is – an
inspired, meditative response to the revelation
of God in the Old Testament law. If you meditate on God’s law night and day you will come
up with something like Psalm 119.
The formal framework of Psalm 119 is an
acrostic arrangement of eight lines to a letter –
that is, the psalm has 22 paragraphs matching
the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and
within each paragraph each of the eight lines
begins with the appropriate letter of the alphabet. The psalmist having imposed such a rigid
scheme on himself – eight lines beginning with
the first letter of the alphabet (Aleph), then
eight lines beginning with the second letter
(Beth), and so on – has little choice but to circle
round and round in his thoughts and is unable
to develop any sustained sequence in thought.
That would be a severe restriction if he were
writing a thesis with a connected argument, but
what he is doing is meditating on the word of
God, and that means thinking in circles rather
than in straight lines.
What is meditation? Let this psalm itself
explain: “I will meditate on thy precepts, and fix
my eyes on thy ways” (v.15). To meditate we
hold an object in our view; we consider it from
every angle; we refuse to turn our eyes from it;
we “drink it in’’; we seek to understand it fully.
Here in Psalm 119, the psalmist centres his
mind on this one great subject, the law of God.
He reflects on its many relationships and
aspects, but keeps coming home to the central
thought. “The letters change, but the subject
remains the same” (Clowney).
Meditation springs from love, love of an
object. We are absorbed by the object of our
devotion, as the psalmist himself says: “I revere

P S A L M S

Revealed: God’s law
The ‘super psalm’ reveals the beautiful fruit of meditation.

Greg Goswell
thy commandments, which I love, and I will
meditate on thy statutes” (v.48); “Oh, how I
love thy law! It is my meditation all the day”
(v.97). The one thing (love) leads to the
other (meditation). We do well to remember
that this is not just an Old Testament attitude to God’s law: “I delight in the law of
God in my inmost self ” (Rom. 7.22). Is this
why we don’t get much out of our reading?
We read, but we don’t meditate about what
we read, because we don’t love this holy
book as we might. Love will find a way of
understanding the object of love. The key to
an understanding of Scripture is not a certain
patented reading scheme, a prescribed
method of study, or a cleverly written handbook, but love – love that moves us to lavish
time and attention on a passage of Scripture,
so that we live with it until we know it.

A

lmost every verse of this psalm mentions
the law of God in some fashion or under
some guise. The psalmist never strays far
from his one great love. He multiplies synonyms for the object of his every thought –

it is “law”, “testimonies”, “ways”, “precepts”,
“statutes”, “commandments”, “ordinances”
and “word”, and he uses combinations of
these expressions as well. No two words are
exactly alike; there is no such thing as exact
synonyms, and so each different name used
for the law of God brings out a different
aspect of the object in view. Psalm 19 does a
similar thing (vv.7-9).
Why does the Psalmist love the law so? It
is all too possible to “love” God’s Word for
the wrong reasons, or, at least, for reasons
that are less than adequate – because it is
great literature, for the majesty of its style,
for its “golden thoughts”, for its ability to
move the emotions, in other words, for the
same reasons that some people love the
works of Shakespeare and the classics of
English literature. But the Bible is not
Shakespeare; it is in a class of its own. Our
love for Scripture must be love for God. “I
delight in thy statutes” (v.16) says the
psalmist.
This huge psalm is an entire psalter in
itself, having taken over all the functions of
the different types of psalm we find in this
book of Psalms. There is praise (v.7, “I will
praise thee with an upright heart, when I
learn thy righteous ordinances”) and there is
thanks (v.67, “Before I was afflicted I went
astray; but now I keep thy word”). There are
cries for deliverance (v.88, “In thy steadfast
love spare my life, that I may keep the testimonies of thy mouth”), and claims to innocence (v.121, “I have done what is just and
right; do not leave me to my oppressors”),

together with curses on enemies (v.78, “Let
the godless be put to shame, because they
have subverted me with guile”), and expressions of trust (v.166, “I hope for thy salvation, O Lord, and I do thy commandments”). In a word, everything found in
other psalms is brought together and found
in this one great psalm and made into a
response to God’s revelation of himself in
the law.

P

salm 119 provides us with a kind of A to
Z on the word of God – giving the sense of
exhaustive treatment of this grand theme.
The psalmist finds this a delightful pastime;
he is working and playing (at the same time).
The elaborate literary structure that is the
mark of the psalm is the result of disciplined
craftsmanship but also of hours of leisure.
The Word of God is not a thing to be hurried
over. We are to have all the time in the world
for the Word of God. Better than reading
commentaries on Scripture is the patient
reading and rereading of a chosen portion of
God’s Word – until we begin to become
expert on that passage, and notice things that
even the commentators missed, because
maybe they did not read the passage as many
times as we did.
This is not to despise commentaries
(“others have laboured and we have entered
into their labours”). They have their place,
even a necessary place – after we have spent
much time ourselves meditating on the
Word. The “happy necessity” of only having
a Bible (as the biographer of Henry Martyn
expressed it), the healthy discipline of having
no other book to consult, so that we must
meditate on the Book of God, is the key to
experiencing the power of the Word of God
in our lives.
Greg Goswell is minister of Campbelltown
Presbyterian Church, Sydney, and lectures in
Old Testament at the Presbyterian Theological
ap
College, Burwood.

Murree Christian School
This boarding school for MKs is in the north of Pakistan, at 7000 feet in the foothills of the
Himalayas.
A total of about 150 students are present, in Primary and High School.
Job Descriptions are available. Presently, 5 Australians are on staff.
Director
Teacher of ESL
H.S. Teacher – English
Finance Manager

July 2000 needs:
Teacher of Bible & Christian Studies
Primary Teachers (2)
Personal Assistant to Director
H.S. Teacher – Science & Maths
Junior H.S. Boarding Parent
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A life-long testimony
Love and unity are the best witness, suggests William Lane Craig.

I

want to share with you what I believe
to be the most effective and practical
apologetic for the Christian faith that I
know of. This apologetic will help you
to win more persons to Christ than all the
other arguments in your apologetic arsenal
put together. This ultimate apologetic
involves two relationships: your relationship with God and your relationship with
others.
These two relationships are distinguished by Jesus in his teaching on the duty
of man: “And one of them, a lawyer, asked
him a question, to test him. ‘Teacher, which
is the great commandment in the law?’ And
he said to him, ‘You shall love the Lord
your God with all your heart, and with all
your soul, and with all your mind. This is
the great and first commandment. And a
second is like it, You shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these two commandments depend all the law and the prophets’ ”
(Mt. 22:35-40). The first commandment
governs our relationship to God; the second our relationship with our fellow man.
Let’s examine each of these relationships in
turn.
First, our relationship with God. This is
governed by the great commandment:
Hear, O Israel; The Lord our God is one
Lord; and you shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and with all your soul,
and with all your might.
Notice the importance given to this
commandment – loving God is to be our
preoccupation in life. Sometimes we get the
idea that our main duty in life is to serve
God, maybe by being a great apologist, and
forget, as J. 1. Packer reminds us, that our
primary aim ought to be to learn to know
God.
“We both can and must get our life’s pri-

Christian Singles
All ages & denominations
WELCOME!
Send for FREE colour brochure to:

5 Grange Ave MARYLAND 2287
Ph/Fax: 02 49 555 445
www.christiansingles.com.au

IN THE
PRESENCE
OF GOD

orities straight. From current Christian
publications you might think that the most
vital issue for any ... Christian in the world
today is ... social witness, or dialogue with
other Christians and other faiths, or refuting this or that “-ism,” or developing a
Christian philosophy and culture, or what
have you. But our line of study makes the
present day concentration on these things
look like a gigantic conspiracy of misdirection. Of course, it is not that; the issues
themselves are real and must be dealt with
in their place. But it is tragic that, in paying
attention to them, so many in our day seem
to have been distracted from what was, is,
and always will be the true priority for
every human being – that is, learning to
know God in Christ.”

I

n our relationship with God we are to
give him his legal right – namely, all that we
have and are. The Christian is to be as a
matter of course totally dedicated to God
(Rom. 12:1-2) and filled with the Holy
Spirit (Eph. 5:18). For his part God gives to
us positionally, as we are in Christ, forgiveness of sins (Eph. 1:7), eternal life (Rom.
6:23), adoption as sons (Gal. 4:5), and the
availability of unlimited help and power
(Eph. 1:18-19). Think of how much that
means! Moreover, he gives to us experientially, as we are Spirit -filled, the fruit of the
Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol (Gal. 5:22-23).
When this relationship is intact, the
product in our lives will be righteousness
(Rom. 6:16), and the by-product of righteousness is happiness. Happiness is an elusive thing and will never be found when
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pursued directly; but it springs into being
as one pursues the knowledge of God and
his righteousness is realised in us.
The other relationship is our relationship with our fellow men. This is governed
by the second great commandment, as Paul
explains: “The commandments, ‘You shall
not commit adultery, You shall not kill, You
shall not steal, You shall not covet,’ and any
other commandment, are summed up in
this sentence, ‘You shall love your neighbor
as yourself ’ ” (Rom. 13:9). Why is love the
great commandment? Simply because all
the other commandments are the outworking of love in practice (Rom. 13:10). When
we love others, we simply show that we
have understood God’s love for us, and it is
being worked out in our lives toward others. As John says, “If God so loved us, we
also ought to love one another” (1 John
4:11).
And what will be the result of this unity
through love? Jesus himself gives us the
answer in his prayer for the church: “that all
of them may be one, Father, just as you are
in me and I am in you. May they also be in
us so that the world may believe that you
have sent me. I have given them the glory
that you gave me, that they may be one as
we are one: I in them and you in me. May
they be brought to complete unity to let
the world know that you sent me and have
loved them even as you have loved me”
(John 17:21-23).
According to Jesus, our love is a sign to
all people that we are his disciples (John
13:35); but even more than that, our love
and unity are living proof to the world that
God the Father has sent his Son Jesus
Christ and that the Father loves people
even as he loves Jesus. When people see this
– our love for one another and our unity
through love – then they will in turn be
drawn by this to Christ and will respond to
the gospel’s offer of salvation.
More often than not, it is what you are
rather than what you say that will bring an
unbeliever to Christ. This, then, is the ultimate apologetic. For the ultimate apologetic is: your life.
William Lane Craig is visiting professor of
theology and philosophy at the University of
Louvain. This excerpt is taken from From
Reasonable Faith (Wheaton, Illinois:
ap
Crossway, 1994).
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Weasel words
Words can hide as well as reveal, as the euthanasia debate shows.

T

he euthanasia debate has taken a
significant turn in recent years.
Whenever a public inquiry has
been held into the consequences of
legalising euthanasia, where all the various
factors are brought out into the open, every
inquiry has reached not only a conclusion
but the same conclusion. They have all
found that the risk of hidden abuse of any
euthanasia law, or its later extension to
include other people who did not want
their lives ended, could never be eliminated.
This cannot have occurred by chance.
Whenever the full light of truth is admitted,
the inherent dangers of legalised euthanasia
at once become evident to anyone with an
open mind. No inquiry has ever reached
any other conclusion. These inquiries have
been held in England (1994), Canada
(1995), the United States (1994) and in
Australia, where parliamentary committees
of inquiry reported in Tasmania (June
1998) and South Australia (August 1999).
In addition, the Supreme Court of the
US last year found that there was no constitutional right to suicide, thus overturning the laws to the contrary in two states.
It is likely that the US Senate will soon
enact a federal law, the Pain Relief
Promotion Act, that will nullify the
Oregon State law that legally allows a doctor to supply the means for suicide to a
dying patient.
Despite the fact that its supporters
blame the churches for most of the opposition to euthanasia, none of these inquiries
relied on any religious argument. Why the
media have ignored this important news is
not certain, but most of the Australian
media are pro-euthanasia.

Brian Pollard
in dying”, or references to a “right to die”
and “autonomy”. Unless everyone states
clearly what they mean by the critical
terms, the potential for hidden but avoidable confusion is ever present. In fact, since
this is the usual state of affairs, it is not surprising that the debates are so inconclusive.
Definitions: Voluntary euthanasia can
be accurately defined as “intentionally taking the life of a person who requests it, for
compassionate motives, either by action or
omission”. Once one accepts that the
intention to take life is always present, the

act is always active, whether the end is
achieved by doing something one should
not do (such as giving a lethal dose), or by
failing to do something one should do
(such as discontinuing treatment that is
appropriate in the circumstances). In that
sense, there is no such thing as “passive
euthanasia”.
But those who wish to muddy the
waters insist on describing as passive
euthanasia the proper actions of doctors
when they cease treatments that are no
longer useful, or are unwanted or are too
burdensome.
Dying with dignity: Dignity can be an
emotive word, implying something everyone should have, though few would claim
to be dignified at all times. The real and
original meaning of “dignity” is value or
worth. Only when every human life is
accorded equal value can all lives be seen as
requiring equal protection, and that protection must never be made to depend on the
quality of one’s life at the time, though that

melbourne praise

A

debate is usually an exchange of opinions, with listeners left to decide which
opinions to believe. Since debates on
euthanasia are rare1y conclusive, in contrast to the inquiries which were always
conclusive, it must be supposed that, for
some, it is vital that the subject is never
allowed to become clear. A good way of
doing this is to persist in giving singular or
wrong meanings to common words and
expressions, though such are not always
used with the intention to mislead.
Contentious words include the very
definitions of euthanasia itself, or expressions such as “dying with dignity” or “aid
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N • 1 1
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is precisely what is rapidly coming to be
accepted widely. We either value every life
equally, whatever its quality, or we start to
put priorities on different lives according
to how we assess their claim to social dignity.
Aid in dying: To some this means helping some people to die by intervening to
take their lives intentionally, while others
see it as affording every opportunity for
comfort and support to all dying people,
while not doing anything to artificially
shorten or lengthen their lives. For the lat-
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ter, the words describe good palliative care.
Note that identical words have been used
to mean radically opposite concepts, and
this cannot be an accident.
Right to die: This apparently harmless
sounding expression is most often used to
cloak a nasty concept, and one without
any genuine status. It is used to convey
three false ideas: a) there is a genuine right
to have one’s life taken on request, b)
there is a right of another person to take
that life just because he/she was asked,
and c) there is a right to have these

actions protected by law.
Autonomy: This is a genuine and
important human right. It calls for all people to be given respect for their own choice
of options that will secure their own welfare and well-being, provided those choices
do not infringe the genuine rights of others. Thus, the proper exercise of autonomy
requires that the privilege of choice has to
be balanced by the responsibility to recognise limits to that choice, for the common
good.
But that is not what is meant when an
appeal is made to autonomy to support a
claim to euthanasia. Rather, autonomy is
now debased to mean nothing more than a
claim to be given whatever a person sincerely and insistently wants. Further, by
confining attention to the personal wishes
of one individual, the other person who is
always also involved in the act of life-taking
is ignored. The doctor is a separate person
who must also make a choice, whether to
take life or not.
This article is reprinted from All Life Matters
magazine, March 2000, a publication of the
ap
Right To Life Association.

“Let me die!”
How one cancer victim surmounted the suffering to recant.

‘L

et me die!” This was the cry of
a desperate woman, June
Burns, reported in Sydney’s
Sun Herald on 14 March 1999.
On 24 October 1999 The Sunday
Telegraph reported the same person: “I
want to live.” What happened in the intervening seven months? Why the dramatic
change of heart?
The Sun Herald article began on 14
March: “A mother of four’s TV plea for
the right to die is set to reignite the bitter
euthanasia debate this week. A shock television commercial featuring cancer patient
June Burns will show her fighting back
tears and threatening suicide as she begs
for doctors to end her agony.
“The mother of four, suffering from
bladder cancer, has consented to appear in
a series of advertisements made for the
Voluntary Euthanasia Society of NSW. She
is shown in her hospital bed pleading for
help in ending her life. `I don’t want to
have to kill myself, but if nobody can help
me, I’m going to have to,’ she says in the
ad.
“The ads will follow Mrs Burns’

decline. She said: `I feel so strongly about
it that I would do it from the grave if I
could. Anything to make it easier for
other people.’ The advertisements, commissioned for the Voluntary Euthanasia
Society of NSW, were going to be filmed a
week apart until Mrs Burns died.’
In the first advertisement June Burns
said, “I have four children, a loving husband and I’m dying of bladder cancer.
Soon I will be in such pain and distress
that my life won’t be worth living. I take
about 20 tablets a day, including morphine
three times a day -and I think that people
think with morphine that it takes all the
pain away, but it doesn’t.
“My husband does want to be with me
when I die and I think the hardest thing
for him is that he won’t be able to. If I was
a dog, by now the RSPCA would be on to
my husband for cruelty and would have
me put down straight away. I think human
beings are treated worse than animals. I
don’t want to have to kill myself, but if
nobody can help me, I’m going to have to.
“I feel life is very precious and I’ve
enjoyed every moment of it and I wish it
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could go on but I can’t and I’d like to die
with dignity. I can cope with what I’ve
already been given, but I know that I can’t
cope with what’s coming.” The advertisement then posed the question: “June
Burns has the courage to die. Do we have
the courage to let her?”
Not yet: By 21 March she was having
second thoughts. The Sun Herald wrote
that Mrs Burns was “not ready to go ahead
with euthanasia while she still has the will
to live, while she still has `good days’. She
will not proceed until she is experiencing
only `bad days’.”
“Let me live!”: It was a “different” June
Burns that was interviewed by the Sunday
Telegraph and reported on 29 October
1999. She was still in severe pain and her
“quality of life” remained poor but she is
quoted as saying, “I want to live. I’ve had
great support from my family. I idolise my
little grandson and I’m on the phone to
my family a lot; I have a huge bill from
talking to my family. I really want to survive through that (the millennium), and I
have a chance to survive through it. I don’t
want to die.”
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Queensland’s new leader
David Bennett profiles the new moderator

T

Peninsula turns 50

P

eninsula
Presbyterian
Church,
Queensland, celebrated its 50th anniversary in May with a weekend of celebrations. About 125 attended a barbecue and
concert on 13 May, followed by a thanksgiving service on 14 May, conducted by
interim moderator Rev. Gary Fintelman,
with state moderator Rt. Rev. John
Langbridge as guest preacher. Among the
congregation of 226 were seven past
Ministers and their wives, as well as many
past members.
After the Service 161 people enjoyed
dinner together in the hall.

SA Assembly

T

he South Australian assembly opened in
Mount Gambier on 9 May with a worship
service where the immediate past moderator, Rev. Wally Zurrer, inducted the moderator Rev. Don Brookes. The moderator
and his wife, Betty, were presented with a
certificate of appreciation and a gift for
their tireless work in the Presbyterian
Church of South Australia. Later in the
year they will retire to Queensland to be
closer to their family.
Rev.Stuart Bonnington (Bicton, WA)
conducted a series on 2 Timothy during
the Assembly.
Resolutions included:
A grant be paid to the new Norwood/
Para Hills Parish to assist in the calling
of a minister and establishing the new
parish.
Rev. Rod Waterhouse was nominated
moderator-elect for the 2001 Assembly.
The Code Committee to consider
changing the Code to provide for ruling
elders to be elected for terms of service
rather than indefinitely.

he Rt. Rev Peter Barson wears his
middle years well, fit, trim and looking in
good health. It is no doubt because he has
been an active sportsman for most of his
life, and still plays touch football.
Whether he will still look as good after
his year as moderator of the Presbyterian
Church of Queensland remains to be
seen.
Peter was born and brought up in the
central Queensland town of Bundaberg,
where his family attended the West
Bundaberg Presbyterian Church. Later,
in his teens, Peter went to St. Andrews in
Bundaberg, where he says he had a growing awareness of the claims of God upon
his life. He was particularly influenced by
Geoff Shepherd, a high school teacher,
who was his youth leader, and also by the
ministries of Scripture Union. He
became a Christian and by 20 he himself
was serving Christ as a youth leader.
Sport was a particular love: Peter was a
good runner, as well as a successful cricketer and a rugby league footballer. He
represented Central Queensland in the
Queensland state schools cricket carnival. He nearly made it into the
Queensland schoolboys team, but was
pipped at the post by Phil Carlson, who
was later to play for Queensland and
Australia. Peter is also musical. At high
school he was in a folk group, the Liberty
Singers, which won the talent quest at the
1966 Bundaberg Sugar Festival and also
performed at other functions. On occa-

Peter with his family: Anna, Joy and
Sarah.

Phil Carlson (wicket-keeper) and Peter
Barson (batsman)
sions he still plays guitar at church services.
Upon leaving school Peter was articled
to a firm of solicitors and studied law. He
married Joy Scott in 1975, and they
moved to Rockhampton, where Peter
worked for the Aboriginal Legal Service.
At the end of the year Jack Knapp
approached Peter about moving to
Brisbane and going to the new
Presbyterian Theological College. He
was also appointed to assist Rolly
Sondergeld at the Acacia Ridge Charge
and later formed a house church in Slacks
Creek, which went on to become the
Logan Presbyterian Church. Joy became
a schoolteacher, a profession she still
practises. They have two adult daughters,
Sarah (Bailey), a schoolteacher, and
Anna, a hairdresser.
Since Slacks Creek, Peter has ministered at Pine Rivers and Nambour, and in
1983 he became the minister of the Camp
Hill Charge, in the eastern suburbs of
Brisbane. Seventeen years later he is still
there, though the church’s name has now
changed to Creek Road Presbyterian
Church and the congregation has outgrown its premises. A site for a new
church has recently been purchased on
Creek Road (hence the name change).
Peter’s vision for the church throughout Queensland is to see it put its sound
biblical teachings into practice. He would
love to see the church put God to the
test. Is our God true to His word or not?
We say that the gospel changes the lives
of sinners, yet too often our ministries
and preaching, though sound, lack application, he says.
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Presbyterian Church SA to participate
in the National Church Life Survey
(NCLS) in the year 2001.
The Special Commission on Church
Development was re-appointed.
Rupert Hanna
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Cosmopolitan Reservoir

T

here were Sri Lankan saris, Yemeni
foothas, Pakistani shalwa qamis, Sudanese
gelabias, Scottish kilts and Aussie shorts
and T-shirts at Reservoir Presbyterian
Church’s first international night in
February. The idea came from the growing
number of nationalities in Reservoir’s congregation. On the night there were 13 different nationalities represented.
People also brought dishes representing
their national cuisine, the church hall was
decorated with flags of many nations, and
guessing different national anthems proved
quite a challenging task for some. The guest
speaker was Moses Hahn, originally from
Korea and a NSW Presbyterian Theological
Graduate.

Don Brookes with his certificate of
appreciation

PWA witness
The federal executive of the
Presbyterian Women’s Association prepared a special Service of Christian
Witness which was used around Easter. In
the South East of South Australia an outdoor service was planned, two other congregations adapted it to use for morning
worship and at Seacliff (SA) an afternoon
service with extra musical items was
attended by about 70 people from five
Adelaide and Mount Barker Presbyterian
Churches.

Simon Malet and Rev. Len Pearce at
the Reservoir International Night

14 different languages, reports Rosemary
Zurrer, the PWA delegate to the
Bridgebuilders’ Women Sharing the Light
conference in Fiji.
“For me it was a truly moving experience to be part of the Bridgebuilders
Consultation, especially when we sang a 4
line chorus together in one language after
another. We praised God, shared our experiences, listened to speakers familiar to the
international stage and gained a vision for
Presbyterian women supporting and
encouraging each other in our faith.’’
The PWA has been a member of this
international network of Presbyterian
women and women of associated Churches
since its foundation at the first
Consultation in New Zealand three years
ago. Bridgebuilders was the response of
New Zealand Presbyterian women attending the United Nations Beijing Conference
on Women, where participants were challenged to set up international networks of
women belonging to the same organisation
– in this case the Presbyterian Church.
Some Pacific countries do not have
Presbyterian Churches (depending on
which denomination was responsible for
the evangelism of the nation), so women
from the Congregational Church in Samoa,
the Church of Christ in Indonesia and the
Methodist Church in Fiji were among
those who attended.
There were seven speakers, and topics
ranged from building gender into development – particularly relevant in Pacific countries at present – to restorative justice (,as
opposed to punitive justice). The next
Consultation will be in Belleville
Presbyterian Church, South Africa, in
2002.

New elders

P

aul Wong and Jensen Low were
ordained elders at the Burwood Chinese
Parish, Melbourne, in April.
Paul Valese, Peter van der Linde and
Graham Kapinga were ordained elders at
the Bald Hills Presbyterian Church in
Queensland in March.

Belgrave Heights on the rise

B
Bridgebuilders consultation

S
Afternoon tea gathering following the
celebration at Seacliff.

t Andrew’s Church in Suva is a wellcared-for old wooden Church, well suited
to the hot humid days that saw it full of
enthusiastic women from Asia, the Pacific,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and
Mauritius, worshipping, studying God’s
Word and singing hymns and choruses in
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elgrave Heights Christian School, a
school established and supported by the
Presbyterian Church of Victoria in the
mid-1980s, expects to reach 100 students
this year. The school is now self-supporting. Due to the growth, two general-purpose classrooms are being built to house
classes that are now using the school library
and the church hall of the local Belgrave
Heights Presbyterian Church.
A further two classrooms plus offices
and sick-bay have been approved by the

N

shire, and building will begin next year.
Parents and the general community have
expressed much interest in starting secondary education, a matter for prayer and
planning.

Belgrave Heights students at the
Christian Schools Sports, Maryborough

Sunraysia’s new manse

S

unraysia held a celebration service for
the new manse in April, with many visitors
from the Bendigo Presbytery and Rev. and
Mrs P. M. Clark from Young, NSW, whose
relationship with the congregation goes
back to 1978. The ladies of the church
catered for morning and afternoon teas,
lunch and supper. The guest preacher was
Dr Reg Matthews, assisted by the
Reformed Tongan Choir.
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Sudan mission

K

eith Black and Roy Conwell from
Queensland, and Neville Viney from
Tasmania were recently invited by the
Sudanese Church of Christ to deliver two
weeks of Bible teaching and encouragement ministry. About 50 pastors, evangelists and other leaders arrived, many walking for hours, even days to be there. The
team also visited seven churches in greater
Khartoum where substantial church
growth continues.
A few years ago the Islamic government
bulldozed the crude homes of those people
and dumped them in the desert. There the
Church gathers in an open area partly covered by grass matting.
“Though rejected by fundamentalist
Islam, the Church of the living Christ
grows apace, even though the world
chooses to turn a blind eye to the attrocities
and genocide,” Keith Black said.
Pastors carry an enormous load, and are
mostly responsible for five or more rapidly
growing congregations.
Pastor Sam Wiil, known to thousands
of Australians, still travels hundreds of kilometres by lorry or train to encourage the
congregations scattered over northern
Sudan. He is in his late 70s.

Water has to be bought in the suburbs
of Khartoum by those dumped in the
desert.

First service at Westlakes

O

Sunraysia celebrates the new manse

n 12 March 85 people attended the
inaugural service of Westlakes Presbyterian
Church, Warnervale, reports Jean Beaton.
Rev. Esa Hukkinen gave the main address
on the subject “Live to Love the Lord”. The
core group of young families have a strategy for growth. They are canvassing the
local households and finding out what they
think about the church and what their
expectations are.

Plans include:
• Service by candlelight, with activities for
the children before the service.
• To teach Scripture in the schools and start
a children’s club.
• A mother’s group has begun, and 12 people attend.
• The group intend to be a presence at a
New Age Festival at Gosford.

across
australia
Asylum seekers

T

he National Council of Churches in
Australia (NCCA) opposes proposed
Commonwealth legislation that seeks to
severely limit judicial review for asylum
seekers and to outlaw class actions relating
to visa applications.
The bill aims to prohibit class actions in
migration litigation in the Federal Court,
introduces a 28-day time limit for applications to the High Court, and gives the
Minister unchallengable power to set aside
an earlier favorable decision by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal on character assessments and substitute his or her
own (adverse) decision.
If the bill is passed, access to the courts
will be severely restricted. Furthermore,
attempts to place time limits on access to
the High Court could be unconstitutional.
The NCCA is urging all Australians to
contact their local MP and oppose the bill.

Building a Christian worldview

‘T

he impact of Fire on the Mountain is
immeasurable,” remarked one visitor. “This
weekend is the highlight of my year.” “I
need this teaching so that I can really
understand how God works in the world
when the world’s thinking seems so confused by the new age thinking.” Warm fellowship and serious Christian philosophical discussion crossing all generations characterised the conversations held around the
fire at the Christian worldview teaching
weekend held on Tamborine Mountain in
June.
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Speakers from Canberra, Cairns,
Sydney, and Tamborine Mountain prepared
teaching that will affect the way people
think long after they return home.
Keynote speaker Rev Don Broadwater
from St Andrews in Cairns challenged the
Christian to develop a worldview consciously rather than subconsciously so that
we are sure that every threshold has been
given over to God who has already set us
free through his grace.
The chairman of Fire on the Mountain,
Pastor Kim Dale, senior pastor of
Tamborine Mountain Presbyterian Church,
along with his planning team, has a driving
desire to help the Christian community to
build a consistent, relevant Biblical worldview whilst living within today’s pluralistic
culture. Tapes of the speakers are available
from PO Box 173, North Tamborine, Qld
4272.
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800,000 people in the next few weeks, but
after that they will run out of supplies.
“Food aid being pledged by governments now will take a month or so to
deliver. It is needed not only for the current crisis, but also to help build up the
food security reserves which have been
depleted in the last few years – partly as a
result of drought in some areas over the last
two years.”

Ethiopian famine

S

ixteen million people are facing a major
food crisis in the next two months.
Ethiopia is suffering a severe drought and
food shortage, bringing it dangerously
close to the famine levels of the 1984-85
crisis, when more than a million people
died. At least 14 children a day are dying
from lack of food in Ethiopia’s remote
Ogaden region.

Graham crusade

world
news

T

he Dominican Confederation of
Evangelical Unity is preparing for an
Evangelical crusade to be held with
Franklin Graham in November this year.
It will be held in the Santo Domingo
Olympic Stadium, which holds more than
50,000 people.

Hell revival

T

Hindus bomb churches

O

Fire on the Mountain keynote speaker
Don Broadwater

Drought appeal for Africa

C

hristian World Service has launched an
appeal to support people in south and east
Ethiopia, and other drought affected areas
of eastern Africa, according to Maureen
Postma of Christian World Service, the aid
and development commission of the
National Council of Churches in Australia.
“Reports indicate that there is malnutrition in these areas, and then it is a short step
to starvation if food assistance does not
arrive in time. Local church partners in
Ethiopia have been distributing food, but
supplies – and funds to purchase supplies –
are running short,” Ms Postma said.
“Famine can be averted if the world
community responds now to purchase and
distribute food. Our main partner in
Ethiopia (the Ethiopia Orthodox Church)
is working together with other churches
and international partners to distribute
food aid. They know that they can feed

n 10 June Christian groups in
Hyderabad claimed that militant Hindu
organisations were responsible for bombings at four churches in three Indian states
during a five-day period. Several people
were injured in the bombings, which
occurred two days after a Catholic priest
was murdered. It is feared that there is a
renewed campaign of violence against the
tiny Christian minority in India.

Violence in Indonesia

P

olice fear that more then 200 people
have been killed in a three-week outbreak
of religious violence on the Indonesian
island of Sulawesi. Fighting between
Christians and Muslims started mid-may in
the coastal town of Poso. It is reported that
more than 2000 houses have been set alight
and more than 13,000 frightened residents
have been staying at military and government buildings.
On 12 June at least 8 people were killed
in fresh Muslim-Christian fighting in
Maluku, a strife torn province in Eastern
Indonesia. Troops supported by armored
cars dispersed the two rival groups, who
attacked each other with spears and arrows.
Since January 1999 more than 2500 people
have been killed in Maluku, which is 2600
kilometres northeast of Jakarta.
See Facing Genocide, page 20-21.
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he Evangelical Alliance of the UK has
published a report that calls for a greater
emphasis on the teaching of hell in schools,
theological colleges, and from the pulpit.
This report acknowledges the traditionalist
view of hell as a place of eternal conscious
punishment. It has taken two years to produce this report, which seeks to answer the
simple question, what happens when we
die? The general director of the Evangelical
Alliance, Rev. Joel Edwards, said: “The
increasing pluralism of Western culture has
made hell more of a stumbling block than
ever. It would no longer be an exaggeration
to say that both within and outside the
church, many now see the doctrine of hell
as indefensible.”

Persecution in Sudan

T

he UN Committee for Refugees has
reported an escalation of hostilities against
civilian targets by the Sudanese government. Six hospitals, a school and a displaced persons’ camp have been bombed,
killing 14 children and five adults.
Uncounted villages, markets, and displaced
persons’ centres have also been bombed.
There are also reports coming from
Sudan that indicate that the government is
preparing to launch a “final solution” that is
intended to permanently eliminate the black,
mostly Christian, inhabitants in southern
Sudan. An imminent threat looms over the
south-eastern region of the Nuba
Mountains where eight new divisions of the
Sudanese army have already moved into
place. The government forces are well
equipped and it is feared that once the
assault on the Nubian people begins, it could
be as little as a few days until Khartoum’s
objective of genocide is complete.
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An honest account
Peter Wolnizer talks to Peter Hastie about work, life and professional integrity.

cipline and capacity to acquire knowledge
and to develop a love of learning. They
must also acquire the ability to learn new
skills and to be adaptable to a changing
work environment. Good communication
and interpersonal skills, and the ability to
work constructively in teams are essential
to success in the modern world of work.
That world will be rich in opportunity and
rewarding for those who have acquired
these intellectual and personal attributes.

How has life in the workplace
changed in the past two decades?
The nature of work has changed significantly over the past 20 years. We used to
think of it as what you did at your place of
employment. You worked for a set time in
a set place. But work now goes beyond
those boundaries, and it’s often performed
for more than one employer in a number of
places, including our homes. For many,
“the workplace” as such no longer exists.
Further, I think work is going to change
even more in the next decade. Twenty years
ago students who came to university
believed they would work in one career for
life. They expected to be doctors, dentists,
engineers, lawyers or teachers for their
working life. Likewise, those who studied
business, accounting and economics often
thought they would remain in one industry
and with one employer for their whole
career. Those days have gone. Work in the
future may involve several careers. And
that trend is already apparent.
During the past two decades we have
witnessed possibly the greatest rate of
innovation and change in the workplace
since the industrial revolution. Advances in
information and communication technologies, biotechnology, economics and transport have combined with such force as to
make change less predictable than ever
before. These technological advances have
created global markets, thereby increasing
competition and the mobility of capital. By
so doing, they have changed the world of
work in fundamental – but very exciting –
ways.

Peter Wolnizer
if you don’t, the work-a-day world is
becoming increasingly stressful and threatening, and less rewarding.

How should young people prepare
themselves for life in the modern
workforce?
I think a young person should get a
good general education and combine that
with a balanced program of co-curricular
activities. That’s the best preparation you
can have for the modern and future worlds
of work.
Young people also need to have the dis-

Do you have any advice to offer on
choosing a career?
I can’t offer particular career advice.
However, I always encourage young people
to pursue a career in which they are keenly
interested and which they will enjoy – and,
then, to pursue it to the very best of their
ability. That’s the advice I have given to my
two teenage sons. I think it’s a mistake for
young people to pursue a course of study
or a career in which they have little personal
interest, but into which they feel cajoled by
well-meaning family, teachers and friends.

How are people handling this?
I think the changes in the nature of
work have brought exciting opportunities
for some people and considerable stress for
others. People are now expected to have
strong computing skills and to be more
adaptable to the changing demands of the
work force than they were even 10 years
ago.
Modern information and communication systems as well as new forms of transport have created a small world in which
rapid action, quick response times, and real
engagement are expected – and demanded.
If you keep your skills up-to-date with
continuing education and/or retraining,
these are exciting and rewarding times. But
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W
Likewise, I think it’s sad if young people
pursue a career just for the money.
We spend most of our lives working, so
it’s important that we enjoy what we do
and excel in doing it. At the same time, I
think it’s important for young people to
pursue a career that’s challenging and rich
in opportunity. Unless a young person is
committed to pursuing a particular specialist academic program and career like medicine or dentistry, I would advise them to
undertake a course of study that opens up
multiple career opportunities.

What aim should a student have in
going to university?
University students should have a number of academic and personal aims – the
most important of these should be to get a
first-class education in their chosen field of
study. But they also need to learn more
about themselves and life generally.
Universitites are wonderful places of learning which shape, develop and test a student’s intellectual and social abilities, attitudes and values.

O
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and Business in the University of Sydney, I
have a very challenging life. I am responsible for providing academic and administrative leadership to more than 200 staff members and about 5000 students in a first-class,
research-intensive university. I am also
keenly involved in scholarly work and I am
in constant contact with the educational,
business and professional communities
locally and internationally. Consequently, I
travel rather extensively. I don’t have a 9 to
5, five-day a week job. So I am continually
striving for some form of balance between
my work and my family, church and other
responsibilities and interests.

Many people find work a burden or
are bored by it. Why work? Is it a necessary part of life?
I’m a great supporter of the work ethic.
It goes right back to God himself, who was

How important is continuing education in today’s workplace?
It’s vital. Rapid increases in knowledge
and innovation, combined with technological advances, have made continuing education an imperative if you want a rewarding
career. Most professions have made continuing professional education a mandatory
requirement for the right to professional
practice.

How important a place should work
have in our lives?
I believe in the importance of work. It’s
a basic Christian value and ethic. And we
should work to the very best of our ability.
At the same time, it is vital that we strive
for balance in our lives – as difficult as that
often is in the modern world. Most of us
have responsibilities and interests beyond
work, the most important of which is our
family life. Maintaining a healthy and balanced life as between family, work and
community interests is a sensible goal.
One important way in which I’ve been
able to keep my work, family and personal
life in perspective has been through
respecting Sunday as a day of worship. It
has been only on rare occasions that I’ve
studied or worked on Sunday, even though
I undertook all of my formal education as a
part-time university student over a period
of 16 years. As a family, we try to spend as
much time together as we can on weekends, and we invariably attend church
together both morning and evening. That
was the family tradition in which I was
brought up.
As Dean of the Faculty of Economics

the first worker when he created the world.
God intended us to work and to find satisfaction in it. However, with the fall, work
took on many unpleasant and burdensome
aspects. But God wants us to work. Apart
from our obvious need to sustain life, work
has a higher purpose for Christians. We
should seek to honour God in our work.
My work is important to me and I enjoy
it immensely. However, I suspect that
work is a source of boredom to many. And
I’m sad to say that for the poorly trained
and unmotivated it’s not going to get any
better. The future world of work belongs to
those who are well-educated, adaptable,
and who have good computer and communication skills. For them, the world of
work will be rich in opportunity.

What are the most important attitudes that young people starting jobs
should have?
There are certain values that we should
all adhere to – honesty, loyalty, diligence
and excellence. These are basic Christian
values. There’s an adage that goes something like this: “What you are speaks so
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loudly that I can’t hear what you are saying.” I think that Christian young people
have a unique opportunity to be wonderful
exemplars of outstanding workers in
today’s world if they combine good training and skills-development with those ethical qualities.

Studs Terkel, an American writer,
calls the workplace “a place of violence – a place of ulcers and accidents,
shouting matches and fist fights, nervous breakdowns and kicking the dog
around”. Is this overly pessimistic?
What’s the purpose of work?
That’s a complex question. The scenario
described by Terkel is one that managers
potentially face every day. There’s no
doubt that managing a variety of different
people, often with competing and conflicting interests, can lead to tension and discord. Good managers deal with that.
Managers have a significant impact on an
organisation’s culture, productivity, effectiveness and harmony. As a manager, I try
very hard to create a cooperative and harmonious working environment where my
colleagues can do excellent work. I want
my colleagues to feel fulfilled in their work
and proud of what they achieve.
As I’ve said, the immediate purpose of
work is to sustain life, but for Christians
the ultimate purpose is to honour God.
Our attitudes to work should be different
from those who are motivated primarily by
money
and
self-aggrandisement.
Christians look to God for guidance in
their choice of vocation and career. I’m
delighted that God has led me into academic work. So my advice to Christian
young people is to think carefully about
your God-given abilities and interests, seek
God’s will in your choice of career, and
then pursue it to the very best of your ability.

Can employers do anything to relieve
some of the boredom that people
often complain about in the workplace?
Yes, they can. But employers are caught
in a certain tension. They have to find a
productive balance between wanting to get
the best job done, but under the most
favourable financial conditions. However, I
think that everyone benefits when employers create a working environment that is
rich in opportunity for skills and career
development. Many employers are now
recognising this. They can see that it helps
people even with lower-level jobs who are
increasingly required to add to their skills in
the new economy of the information age. It
is always to an employer’s advantage to
have a well-trained and highly motivated
work-force.

Trade unions seem to have lost a lot of
power recently. Is this a healthy
development?
It’s apparent that in recent years trade
unions have lost some of their power. I
understand that trade union membership is
declining. In the past, unions have reduced
the exploitation of workers and led the
advance for improvements in working conditions and work safety. In the modern
world I think trade unions best serve workers’ interests when they work collaboratively with the managers of organisations
so that everyone benefits.
At the same time, unions need to understand that employers are having to cope
with the competitive pressures that come
with the globalisation of markets, technology and e-commerce. I think that collaboration rather than confrontation is a better
strategy for employers and employees in
the new economy.

Banks have attracted a lot of criticism
recently for reducing services, raising
fees and cutting jobs. Is this fair?
Does big business have a social
responsibility?
I believe that businesses need to conduct
their commercial affairs in a socially and
environmentally responsible manner.
There is a world-wide trend to greater disclosure of corporate policies and practices
in regard to these matters. These broader
interests are also receiving increasing attention from the media and special interest
groups that are particularly concerned with
them.
At the same time, businesses are facing
a more competitive world. Globalisation
is a reality; capital is more mobile than
ever before. New information technologies demand that business is conducted in
different ways: e-commerce is here to
stay.
Over recent years, we have seen the
importance of equal opportunity and antidiscrimination policies and a variety of
safety and work practice reforms in the
work-a-day world. We have also witnessed
the increasing community awareness about
industrial pollution and land degradation.
These are matters that have to be managed
carefully by businesses as part of their commercial operations.

Malcolm Forbes in Forbes Magazine
has said that the hottest topic in Wall
Street is the debate about standards,
ethics and morality in business. Is this
so? How important are values to
business?
This is a great interest of mine. The socalled ‘corporate excesses’ of the late 1980s
and the stock market crash that followed
have again raised community concerns
about business ethics. People are now
more concerned about the truthfulness of
corporate financial reports and the wider
dimensions of corporate responsibility.
I believe that while corporate governance is about responsible and ethical
behaviour, it’s also about the community at
large being informed truthfully and fairly
about a company’s financial affairs and performance. This is a requirement of the
Corporations Law. It dates from the 1844
British Joint Stock Companies Act that
introduced company incorporation by registration.
Actually, the importance of telling the
truth in financial affairs can be traced back
several centuries in the constitutional documents of early partnerships and commercial ventures. I once looked at several such
documents involving British businesses and
banks back in the early 1600s. The adjectives used to describe the kind of accounting that business partners were required to
provide to each other were striking from an
ethical point-of-view – ‘full’, ‘fair’, ‘true’,
‘honest’, ‘proper’, ‘just’ and similar words.
Often, many of those terms were used in
conjunction with each other to reinforce
the point.
We live in a consumer-conscious and
informed society. We expect the goods we
buy to be of merchantable quality. We also
expect the services we buy to be reliable and
safe. Even though we may have no special
expertise, we can tell when we inspect
goods whether they are what they are represented to be. However, we cannot physically inspect the financial state of affairs and
performance of companies. All that creditors, investors and others can rely upon are
the audited financial statements.
Consequently, if companies fail without
any warning in their published financial
statements, investors and consumers lose
confidence in them. And it’s precisely this

scenario that has given rise to concerns
about business ethics, the role of directors
and auditors, and the broader domain of
corporate governance.

How has your Christian world-view,
particularly your understanding of
truth, affected your approach to
accounting?
I believe in the notion of truth and the
ethic of telling the truth. God is a God of
truth. While non-Christians may hold
similar values, these ideals have their philosophical roots in the Judeo-Christian ethic.
I also believe that in the commercial world,
there is a discoverable financial reality.
Consequently, I believe that accounting
should yield factual and up-to-date information about the financial position and
performance of firms at their date. And
the function of auditing is to demonstrate
the truthfulness of the financial information disclosed by the managers of companies.

Does the Bible teach us anything
about accounting?
The Bible gives us some excellent teaching about accountability that relates
directly to the function of accounting.
Perhaps the most notable is the so-called
parable of the talents. The talents were
invested under conditions of risk and
uncertainty – just like modern-day investments. At a future date, the master
required a factual and up-to-date accounting from the steward of the effect with
which the talents were employed. It was
the performance outcome – the rate of
increase – achieved by each steward that
was at issue, not the number of talents
entrusted to them. And the truthfulness of
the stewards’ reports was verifiable.
Modern day financial statements are not
like this. Rather, they contain all kinds of
(managerial) expectations and arbitrary
cost allocations that don’t correspond with
commercial reality and can’t be corroborated by independent evidence.
Professor Peter Wolnizer is Dean, Faculty of
Economics and Business at the University of
Sydney, and is also a member of the Councils of
Scots College, Sydney, and Scotch College,
Melbourne. Peter Hastie is issues editor of AP. ap
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Facing genocide
A pair of Ambonese Christians are in Australia to raise awareness of persecution.

Why have you come to Australia?
To share our grief with other Protestant
Churches and to explain what’s going on in
Ambon. We are trying to create an awareness
of the terrible conflict and crisis that
Christians are facing in Ambon right now.
Actually, the crisis doesn’t involve just
Christians. It’s dragged the whole Moluccan
people into it as well.

How long have relations between
Christians and Muslims been unsettled in Ambon?
It goes back to the 1970s. This happened
during the Soeharto regime when the government changed the political order and
process of Indonesia. Up until then, religion
was subordinate to affairs of state. This
affected religious life throughout the country and changed the way Muslims and
Christians related to each other.
The tension became explosive after
Soeharto’s removal. From that moment, a
spirit of democracy and liberation has spread
throughout the nation. This has meant that
religious leaders have been less restrained in
pursuing their own goals. Muslim leaders
have become bolder and more aggressive in
promoting Islam.

What is happening in Ambon now?
Right now the army is trying to maintain
control.

John Ruhulessin
and Jack Manuputty
Is the army controlled by Muslims?
There are many Muslims in it, but I think
they are trying to be as fair as they can. We
are deeply troubled by the presence of the
jihad militia in Ambon. There are more than
5000 of them from Java now on the island.

Why didn’t President Wahid and the
army stop them leaving Java?
President Wahid is not happy that the
jihad forces have gone to Ambon. He told
the army to prevent them from reaching our
island. The problem is that Indonesians are
allowed to travel freely within the country,
which means that they can move from island
to island.
What many people don’t realise is that the
Muslim militia who came to Ambon have
had military training. They have been trained
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for their attacks on Christian communities.
And they are being supplied with arms and
provisions by somebody on a huge scale. We
know that container-loads of weapons are
arriving to help them. But we are not sure
who is sending them.
One of the reasons we have come to
Australia is to plead with the Australian government to use its diplomatic influence with
Indonesia to contain the jihad forces. We
want them removed from Ambon.
Alexander Downer, the Foreign Affairs minister, has promised to help us.
Christians want to talk about peace and
reconciliation in Ambon. But the jihad
forces want to commit genocide. It’s as simple as that.

How many Christians are there in
Ambon?
There are about 600,000 people who
belong to the Church and approximately 400
pastors who care for all these believers. More
than 700 Christians have been killed in the
last year. They are usually shot, often by the
army. Some are killed in riots and home invasions.

Why is the army killing Christians?
What usually happens is that Muslims
provoke conflicts and these sometimes escalate into riots. The army has tried to appear
neutral in dealing with these situations, and
they just open fire indiscriminately on the
crowds. Tragically, many Christians have
been killed by this type of shooting.
However, there are lots of other killings
taking place. Christians are often attacked
when they are alone. Muslims have murdered many with machetes and home-made
weapons.
Has there been some pattern to the
killings?
When the jihad forces first arrived, they
burned out a large Christian community.
Now that many more have arrived, they are
eager to kill Christians in whatever way they
can. We wouldn’t mind if they were coming
to Ambon to help with social relief in
Muslim communities. The problem is that
they are bringing guns to kill Christians.
They are here to commit genocide using
weapons like automatic rifles and rockets.
We desperately want the Indonesian government to stop the destruction of humanity
in Ambon. And I’m referring not just to
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How much territory have Muslims occupied in Ambon?

How big are some of these churches?

Usually gatherings of Christians at worship.
Sunday is “attack-day”. Muslims try to provoke
a fight after our church services. They come in
huge numbers to confront us as we are leaving
our churches. Normally the army stands
between us, but the Muslims push and jostle us
as we try to leave. That’s when fights and riots
break out. Then the shooting starts.

Do you have security guards at your
churches?
No. But every night the young people in our
congregations come and keep watch over the
church property. They risk their lives in doing this.

Are either of you personally targeted by
the terrorists?
We are not sure. However we have a lot of
Muslim friends that we call upon, and they
know we want peace for all Ambonese, whether
Muslim or Christian. We have built a lot of
goodwill amongst our people, even with
Muslims.
Rev. Professor John Ruhulessin, Professor of
Sociology of Religion at the Christian University
of Ambon, and Rev. Jack Manuputty, an
Ambonese pastor, both visited Australia in late
May. They were interviewed at the home of Peter
Reynolds, a Presbyterian elder in Concord, NSW,
by Australian Presbyterian. They discussed the
plight of the church in Ambon as a result of the
ap
Muslim persecution by jihad terroists.
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Sinister developments in Molucca suggest
high-level Government complicity.

They have taken over whole Christian areas
en masse. More than 75 per cent of Ambon has
now been occupied by Muslim forces. In the
last year they burned down more than 400
Christian churches. That’s why the situation is
so serious. There are now more than 130,000
Christian refugees in Ambon.

What provokes an Islamic attack?

E

The suffering
continues

Christians, but to the whole Moluccan people.
There are also many Muslim leaders who share
our views. They want the violence to stop too.
And both Christians and Muslim moderates
believe that the international community needs
to get involved.

My congregation (Jack Manuputty) has
approximately 6000 members. On my island,
our situation is relatively safe because the vast
majority of people are Christian. We have three
Muslim villages nearby and we have told all our
people that there must be no reprisals against
them. Instead, they must care for them so that
the world will see that Christians want reconciliation and peace.
On Ambon itself, Christians have never
mounted an attack on Muslims. We know that
our future depends on living at peace with our
Muslim brothers and sisters.

N

Peter Reynolds

S

ince my original AP article
(October 1999), the tensions in
the Moluccan islands of Indonesia
have been increased by the arrival
in Ambon of a large contingent of some
2000 to 3000 Muslim extremists (the
Laskar Jihad ) from Java.
The Laskar Jihad received para-military training in Java, without any observable effort by the Indonesian government
or military to stop this. Given the military’s historical opposition (one could
say paranoia) about the formation of
“fifth forces” (ie, armed militia outside
their control), their unwillingness to disband this group suggests support for
their activities at a high levels in the present regime.
The fact that the Laskar Jihad were
transported from Java to the Moluccan
islands (a distance roughly equal to that
from Sydney to Perth) without any interference from the authorities further
points to government complicity, as well
as suggesting that the force is extremely
well-funded.
Most of the media reports from the
region seem to be filtered through
Jakarta, and almost invariably report on
“Christian-Muslim” violence, suggesting
that the Christian community has been
the instigator of the troubles. This matter was raised in England’s House of
Commons debate on the situation in
Ambon (8 February 2000) by the member for Belfast South, who said: “I was
concerned, in early January, to see some
of our press reporting as if the Christians
were attacking the Muslims. When we
tried to find out what lay behind that, we

discovered that the head of the
Indonesian news agency is an extreme
Muslim, appointed by the former president, Mr Habibie.”
There is considerable testimony now
available to the fact that in almost all circumstances where violence has flared up,
the instigators have been Muslim radicals.
There are also reports that the extremists
are putting extreme pressure on their coreligionists to participate in attacks on
Christians. Butonese Muslims who fled
the violence in Ambon reported to the
Governor of their home province that
they had not run away because they were
afraid of the Christian Ambonese, but of
the Muslim trouble-makers who had
come into the region.
There seems to be little doubt now
that the violence embroiling Eastern
Indonesia is the result of a policy to
destroy the Christian community in
those regions as part of a larger plan to
eradicate Christianity from the whole of
Indonesia. Who are the actual instigators,
however, is still not clear.
Peter Reynolds was a Rotary Postgraduate
Fellow in Indonesia, and taught Indonesian
in NSW government and independent
schools from 1969 to 1995. He and his
Ambonese-born wife, Mariana, recently celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary. ap

IMPORTANT NOTICE – GST
All subscription renewals, advertisements,
etc., will be charged the GST as from
1st July 2000 where and when applicable.
When applicable the Invoice will
show a separate amount of GST and
the Invoice will carry our ABN and
the words Tax Invoice.
Thank you for your continued support
and we look forward to serving you in
the new financial year,
With Christian greetings,
Walter Bruining
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Home work
What did it take to get Christine Platt to Ecuador? Mark and Kathy Brunker report.

C

hristine Platt, missionary for SIM
(Society
for
International
Missions), has just left for a Fouryear assignment to Ecuador. This
has been the culmination of many years of
preparation, with nine months of intensive
deputation.
The story begins (or this part of it, anyway) about five and a half years ago in the
NSW country town of Orange, where
Christine was transferred as an electrical
engineer with the Electricity Commission.
She became a member of St. James
Presbyterian Church, and we became
friends. This friendship strengthened as she
and Mark suddenly found themselves running the youth group together. It was also
here that Christine made the decision to
take up God’s call to become a missionary.
So having been in Orange only 18 months,
she left to go to Sydney Missionary Bible
College.
As she neared the completion of her
course, Christine had to make the difficult
decision of which missionary society to
join. She chose SIM, and also applied to be
supported through Australian Presbyterian
World Mission. APWM asked Christine to
prayerfully consider who could act as her
support coordinators and she approached
us. We readily agreed, wishing to assist
Christine in any way possible, and having
no idea of what was involved. After speaking to various people, it became clear that
our role was to assist Christine in gathering
support from the churches in our
(Bathurst) presbytery.
The first step was to write to the 10
parishes in the Presbytery, seeking to visit

them with Christine. We asked to have
Christine address the congregations,
speaking about herself and the work she
hoped to do in Ecuador and also to have
Mark request both prayer and financial
support for Christine. All but one of the
parishes agreed to have us and we took part
in services from Grenfell to Coolah to
Wentworth Falls.
By telephone, Mark liaised with the
minister or an elder from each parish to
plan the services, discussing what involvement on our part was appropriate, and how
much time was available. At each service
Christine spoke about the expected differences between her life here and in Ecuador,
stressing that in all circumstances Christ is
with us. She also gave some facts about
Ecuador, the place and people, and the
work of church planting which she hoped
to do there.
Mark spoke about Christine’s godliness
and faith and thoroughly recommended

her as fit to represent us as a missionary to
Ecuador. He also asked the churches to be
her partners in this work by praying and
giving so that the work could be achieved.
He detailed how much prayer was needed
as well as outlining the costs involved in
setting up the ministry and to enable
Christine to live. Brochures were provided
for people to send to SIM indicating their
willingness to support her. Some parishes
also had us share in other ways such as having Christine preach a sermon and read the
Bible, having Mark lead the service and
pray, and having Kathy sing. Some
churches also arranged lunches, dinners
and morning teas where we could speak to
people one to one, set up a display of SIM’s
work around the world and even show a
video.

I

n all, we were richly blessed: blessed in
meeting wonderful godly people in
churches large and small around our
Presbytery, who warmly welcomed us and
were keen to share in missionary work;
blessed in seeing how other Presbyterians
did church, from the very traditional to a
refreshing blend of the old and the new;
blessed in being partners with Christine in
her preparation phase, practically, prayerfully and in growing closer to her in friendship; and, most of all, blessed in seeing God
at work in Christine, in ourselves and in the
people of Bathurst Presbytery to bring
about his plan to spread the gospel to all
nations.
On 19 March we travelled to Sydney to
say our goodbyes to Christine Platt as she
boarded a flight to Buenos Aires which
would ultimately take her to Ecuador. She
left with an abundance of prayer support,
promises for more than her yearly financial
needs and, although not quite all of her setting-up costs covered, enough for the
immediate future. For this we praise God
and trust that he will continue to supply all
her needs.
Now we move on to the next phase of
our job, which is to coordinate Christine’s
prayer letters and act as her contacts in
Australia. We pray for Christine every day
and we thank God for allowing us to be
part of this work.
Mark and Kathy Brunker worship at St
ap
James Presbyterian Church, Orange.

Christine Platt with support coordinators Mark and Kathy Brunker
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A flowering in the desert
Royce Perkins reports on a humbling experience for an Australian trio.

T

hree Australians with decades of
distinguished service for Christ in
Africa have returned from a teaching mission in Khartoum, the capital of Sudan.
They are Keith Black and Roy Conwell
from Queensland, and Neville Viney from
Tasmania. They were invited by the
Sudanese Church of Christ, which was
born from SUM (now Action Partners) for
two weeks of Bible teaching and encouragement ministry.
It was also a family reunion. They were
welcomed to the General Church Council
as “brothers in Christ, fathers in the faith,
the foundation of the Church”.
The three were deeply moved at the
overwhelming welcome. Keith Black said:
“This was a humbling experience in the
presence of people whose faith has been
tested again and again and who have stood
firm despite years of physical persecution.”
About 25 pastors, evangelists and other
leaders were expected at the Bible teaching
sessions, but twice that number arrived,
many walking for hours, even days, to be
there.
The team visited seven churches in
greater Khartoum where substantial
Church growth continues. About 1200
people attended the Sunday service at
Zagalona, a suburb of Omdurman
(Zagalona means “thrown out”).
At a weekday afternoon service in
another suburb, 400 people had to block
off the road so they could worship
together.
A few years ago, the Islamic government bulldozed the crude homes of those
people and dumped the people in the
desert. Now that desert place is a new suburb of poverty-stricken Christians. The
Church gathers in an open area partly covered by grass matting.
“Though rejected and ‘thrown out’ by
fundamentalist Islam, the church of the living Christ grows apace,” Keith Black said,
“even though the world chooses to turn a
blind eye to the atrocities and genocide.”

Rev. Samwiil Jangul Angelo joyfully
welcomed Neville Viney, Roy Conwell
and Keith Black

struggle to finish secondary school, they
must complete two years of military service
before receiving their school results. That
often means swearing on the Koran and
indoctrination in Islam.
“Pastors carry an enormous load,” the
report states. “Usually they are responsible
for five or more rapidly growing congregations, some hundreds of kilometres away,
each with hundreds of people. Most pas-

tors depend on overcrowded buses, trains,
market lorries, hired bicycles, or their own
two feet for transport.”
Pastors’ allowances are totally inadequate. Ninety per cent of their congregations have zero income. The Aussie trio
visited one pastor with a mudbrick house,
but the doorways were open and the windows blocked with mud. The $200 needed
to buy doors and windows equal a year’s
allowance.
Pastor Samwiil, known to thousands of
Australians, although in his late 70s still
travels hundreds of kilometres by lorry or
train to encourage congregations scattered
all over northern Sudan, as far as the
Egyptian border.
“Yet there is no complaint,” a team
member said. “There is a constant stream
of converts, many from the Muslim community despite the high price they pay. The
joy of the Lord fills the hearts of his people.
Their message to our churches is of greeting, and the plea ‘Pray for us’.”
For further information contact Keith
Black on (07) 3889 0726; Roy Conwell on
(07) 3355 3813; or Neville Viney on (03)
ap
6425 4546.

T

he team’s report calls the plight of hundreds of thousands of displaced southerners and Nubas struggling to exist in the
capital as “indescribable”.
Discrimination against Christians is rife
in every possible way. If non-Islamic boys

A church in the suburb of Omdurman called Zagalone. More than 1000 people
worship here each Sunday.
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Movie Watch
Keeping the Faith
Reviewed by Phil Campbell

H

ey, here’s a nice movie for
Christians... it’s all about “keeping the faith.” Yeah, right... if
you’re happy with a faith that’s
“just a hunch” about a vague unifying
force. And that “keeping” that faith – for
a young priest, at least – is primarily a
matter of maintaining your strict vows of
celibacy. Keep in mind too, that in this
version of theological reality, Catholic
priests and Jewish rabbis both “work for
the same boss” – best expressed by the
grand opening of a “senior citizens’ interfaith disco”.
Before you stop reading, let me say
Keeping the Faith is quite a gentle movie.
I laughed, I got a little misty, and I wondered why actor-director Edward Norton
couldn’t have trimmed a little from the 130
minute running time. Gentle, long ... and,
as you’d expect, absolutely wrong about
the fundamental issues of faith.
The standard love-triangle premise is
simple. Jake, Brian, and Anna are inseparable childhood friends. Anna leaves New
York with her family at the end of 8th
grade, and life moves on. Jake and Brian
remain firm friends – Jake (Ben Stiller)
becomes a rabbi, while Brian (Edward
Norton) is a Catholic priest. Over in LA,

DISCOVER
AMAZING
TURKEY
See the New Testament come alive!
Walk in the footsteps of the apostles
John and Paul.
Visit the sites of the 7 churches
of Revelation.
Celebrate the 2000th anniversary
of Christianity!

n
Join Rev Bill Van Schie on a
pilgrimage tour to Turkey
17/10/00 to 12/11/00 (27 days),
only $5995 per person twin share
including most meals.
Contact Helen Van Den Berg at

TOURMAKERS
TRAVEL
(03) 9758 7655 or write to
PO Box 1086,
Mountain Gate VIC 3156

K WS A T C H

Anna (Jenna Elfman) becomes a hard-hitting business executive. When the trio reunite in their early 30s, there’s a complex
chemistry.
At this point, it’s worth pausing to
reflect on “the new morality” the world
around us lives by. Let’s tease it out. First,
religion is fine, as long as it comes from the
heart. With Jake and Brian, it does, and
their congregations are growing to prove it.
These guys are cool.
Second, religion is fine, as long as all religions are the same – hence, the ecumenical
disco.
Third, sex outside marriage is fine, even
for rabbis – again, as long as you’re sincere.
Fourth, be up-front and honest about
your feelings, or you’ll end up in trouble.
And fifth – oddly, perhaps – it’s actually
pretty cool to stick to self-imposed rules
that involve harsh treatment of the body.
Maybe the world out there is tired of
hypocrisy.
So what happens? Well, Anna just wants
to have fun. Brian’s a priest – and he tells
her he’s commited to his vows of celibacy.
Secretly, of course, Brian loves Anna.
Anna, though, loves Jake; which means
they’re soon in bed together. (Don’t tell
Brian.) But wait! Now Anna has realised
that fun just isn’t enough. She wants to get
serious. Chasing a career isn’t everything –
and she’s prepared to forego promotion to
stay with Jake, whose spirituality she
admires. Oops. Trouble is, she’s not
Jewish. And to Jake, that matters ... casual
sex is fine, but marriage to a gentile would
cost him his job as a rabbi. So Jake – in his
commitment to his calling – calls it off.
What’s a girl to do?
Meanwhile, Brian struggles with his
vows, unaware of the rise and fall of
romance between his two best friends.
Finally ready to throw away “his faith” for
love, he’s devastated to find Anna brokenhearted over Jake. Life can be so confusing.
Brian loves Anna more than his faith but
can’t have her, Anna loves Jake but can’t
have him, Jake loves Anna, had her and let
her go because he loves his faith more
than... well, you get the picture. And somehow – amazingly – they all live happily ever
after.

T

he trouble with Keeping the Faith is that
so many people are going to think they’re
watching a warm, fuzzy movie promoting
harmony between religions. Apparently,
the only real difference between Catholics
and Jews is that the former can’t have sex.
The real defining difference between
Christians and Jews is completely overlooked: Jesus Christ. It’s almost as if the
movie is saying that if we could just get rid
of Jesus, we’d all get along just fine!

(Lic. 32299)
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Ben Stiller, Jenna Elfman and Edward
Norton in Keeping the Faith

Interestingly, even secular reviewers
have been disturbed by this movie’s glib
approach to spirituality. “The two religions are treated with a benign stupidity
that is supposed to signal respect, as if
they were adjacent departments in the
spirituality mall that sold slightly different brands of the same product and made
no serious demands on their adherents,”
says Salon.com reporter Andrew
O’Hehir. “Sure, there are rules: Jake can’t
marry outside his faith and Brian can’t
marry at all. But these are just zany complications, in line with the movie’s other
stale gags.”
Lisa Schwarzbaum, writing for
Entertainment Weekly Online, has a similar
response. “The unsettling conclusion to be
drawn is that the truly devout and loving
man is the one willing to overturn deeply
held principles and responsibilities for the
sake of romance, and that friends, family,
and flock are always willing to say amen in
the name of happy endings and ecumenical
laughs.”
Amen to that – with a final pause to
reflect gratefully on the fact that our
gospel-centred faith is so very different
from Brian’s frustrated asceticism, and
Jake’s bizarre cocktail of Torah and
immorality. They’re largely caught up in
dilemmas of their own making – dilemmas
that only a Jesus-based faith could even
begin to unravel.
Phil Campbell is editor of Culture Watch
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Nature’s nurture
Humans can learn much from how animal parents protect their young.

F

ozzie, the german shepherd next
door, was having a litter of puppies.
Our sausage dog, Ozzie, went to
pay his usual neighbourly visit. It
was not a good idea. She attacked, he ended
up with many stitches and we had a large
vet bill to pay.
No one blamed Fozzie. We expect
mothers in the animal world to protect
their young. Yet somehow in the human
world it has become unfashionable to do
this. We expect children to be independent
and able to ward off all dangers at a younger
and younger age. There is almost a social
stigma attached to protective parents.
Should we be less vigilant than Fozzie to
protect our young?
Parents and Youth Group leaders need
to be vigilant in supervising their young
people at all times. Drugs, legal and illegal,
pose a serious threat to their well-being –
from tobacco and alcohol to cannabis and
heroin.
Dr John Anderson, who runs a ‘marijuana quit’ programme in Sydney, has said
81 per cent of drug-related deaths were due
to alcohol with only 0.4 percent attributed
to heroin. (Although the statistics he used
come from New South Wales, the implications are Australia-wide.)
At a public meeting in Tamworth
recently, both Dr Anderson and Police
Inspector Dick Letchford spoke of the
increasing trend to “binge” drinking, with
60 per cent of teenagers drinking weekly.
Statistics show that tobacco and alcohol
are the gate-way drugs to cannabis and
heroin, Dr Anderson said.
“Drugs are extremely bad. But our big
problem is alcohol,” said Inspector
Letchford.
Parties organized by the kids can be a
problem, even in church communities.
“It’s OK Mum. Jack (the youth leader)
will be there,” is a statement that needs to
be checked. Don’t presume that your child
has been told the truth by others. Phone
Jack to make sure he will be at the party.
There are predators roaming our urban
jungles, even our youth groups.
A study of 16,000 school children in
California found that family members had
the biggest influence on whether children
used illegal drugs, alcohol or tobacco. If
teenagers felt that their parents or siblings
approved of smoking, they were likely to

Marion Andrews
follow suit.
Australian Cities Against Drugs chairman Warren Woodley advised all parents to
be alert, aware and active in fighting drugs
in the family and community.
“Too many parents say, ‘I trust my kids.’
Later on they say, ‘I didn’t think this would
happen to me’,” he said. “We don’t want to
come to grips with the problem of illegal
drugs.”
Drugs do not discriminate. Illegal drugs
are fashionable and available. A kid can get
a 1 gram stick of marijuana (cannabis) –
enough for several hits – for less than $25.
School children in New South Wales are
now permitted by law to carry up to 30
grams of marijuana. The state amended
drug laws from 6 April to allow juveniles
(under 18) to carry 30 grams of marijuana
without being charged if it is a first offence.

D

r Anderson, who works with juvenile
drug offenders on a daily basis, said 30 grams
of cannabis (two sandwich bags full) was a
“dumb” amount for teenagers to be allowed
to carry. Enough to supply an addict for a
month, it is equivalent to an alcoholic carrying 15 bottles of whisky around.

Ironically, once the young person turns
18, he or she can be charged for carrying
half that amount. The disparity came
because a government official devised this
amount without any consultation with
those working in the field, Dr Anderson
said.
Some experts are concerned this legislation will encourage more dealers to use
juveniles to carry drugs.
“I’ve never seen a juvenile with that
amount of cannabis,” said Inspector
Letchford.
He explained that the thinking behind
this legislation was that many first-time
offenders would not re-offend and should
not be imprisoned with hardened criminals.
Dr Anderson says that statistically, in
every classroom, two young people are
under the influence of cannabis at any time.
They will usually experience abnormal
brain function for up to 12 to 14 weeks
after taking the drug. Because cannabis is
fat-soluble, it can’t be readily excreted and
stays in a person’s system for five years
after six months’ usage.
Tongue, throat and jaw cancer used to
be a disease for the over 60 age group. Now
most cases are cannabis users under 26,
according to Dr Anderson. A quarter of
people in psychiatric care are cannabis
users, making the biggest cost factor in the
State Health Department.
Our children need protection from danger as long as they are under our care.
Unfortunately they won’t want to accept
our protection in their teen years unless,
like Fozzie’s puppies, they have been used
ap
to it from the start.

Youth Worker/Counsellor
Hervey Bay, Queensland
Applications are invited for a suitably qualified and motivated person to be a part of a small,
close & effective team with a Christian ethos. Applicants must have experience dealing with
adolescents, particularly males, aged 11 to 16 years, at risk of being placed in the care of
Families, Youth and Community Care (Queensland) or those already in care, and their families.

Selection criteria can be obtained by contacting

Peirson Memorial Trust
Telephone (07) 3221 5684
Applications must be in writing to
The Administrator
Peirson Memorial Trust
PO Box 291 Brisbane Roma Street, Qld 4003
A ministry of the Ann Street Presbyterian Church, Brisbane
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Presbyterian minister in consultation
with the Presbyterian Church of
Mizoram, north east India.
31 Persecuted Christians in Sudan, India,
Indonesia and many other countries
(Heb. 13:3) imprisoned, mistreated,
deprived and bereaved.

JULY
21 This is the last day of Robert Benn’s
ministry in East Timor, where he has
been visiting and ministering to the East
Timor Protestant Church and the first
Synod since independence. Before
September there were about 35,000
members; 32 ministers and 48 home
missionaries. The suffering church is
considerably smaller now.
22 Today, and every week, uphold in prayer
your pastor, preachers and elders as they
expound God’s word, and give spiritual
oversight and leadership.
23 Elspeth Slater (Vic) on home leave from
Burkina Faso, west Africa, and Robin
Watson (Qld) preparing to return there
and needing support.
24 Blacktown East (Lalor Park) parish,
western Sydney; with about 55 communicants and 9 elders; Stuart and Pauline
Coulton.
25 Christine Platt (NSW) studying
Spanish and culture in Gujayaquil,
Ecuador, in preparation for long-term
service there with SIM.
26 Joan Campbell of Cranbourne, Vic,
home from her Asian work with WEC
attending to family needs and taking
part in missionary awareness meetings.
27 West Toowoomba parish, Qld, with 2
congregations; about 230 communicants
and 24 elders; Roland and Betty
Sondergeld, Wayne and Jan Harrison
and Mike Stone.
28 The spiritual and material welfare of the
2 million people of the Kingdom of
Lesotho enclosed by South Africa –
45% Roman Catholic, 35% Protestant,
13% indigenous cults, 6% African religions.
29 Presbytery of Dubbo , north west NSW;
7 parishes totalling 19 congregations
with about 800 communicants and
adherents; 1 retired minister; Russell
Vandervelden clerk.
30 The newly established Presbyterian
church, congregations and Bible college
in Bangladesh, visited recently by Ewen
Brown and Jim Elliott from Sydney, and
Monirul Nanok ordained as a

11

12

AUGUST
1

Port Augusta congregation South
Australia as Barry Rossiter works among
them as “resident supply”, and Whyalla
as it adds new elders; John Campbell,
moderator.
2 Berry parish south of Sydney, 2 congregations; with about 50 communicants
and 5 elders; Wally and Robyn Johnson,
supplying.
3 Ashley and Sarah Manley from
Croydon Hills, Vic, as they prepare to
go to the Middle East to work with
MECO in the computing field.
4 Mareeba home mission station, N.Qld,
with about 20 communicants and
elders; Ed Chandler, recently arrived;
Arch MacNicol moderator.
5 Andrew and Rosemary Williamson from
Wee Waa, NSW, in the early months of
their ministry at Talua Ministry Training
Centre, Vanuatu.
6 Freedom and progress of the gospel in
Malaysia – 19 million people – 55%
Muslim, 15% Buddhist, Hindu or animist, 5% Protestant and 3% Roman
Catholic.
7 Brett and Ruth Richardson from
Parramatta city congregation Sydney,
social worker and physiotherapist in
Spain with European Christian Mission.
8 Penshurst parish, Sydney, with about 90
communicants and 12 elders; Charles
and Ellen Pass. Charles will be inducted
as moderator of the NSW Assembly in
early July.
9 Bruce and Cherie Riding as they begin
work in Williamstown parish,
Melbourne with about 90 communicants and 12 elders; and the occupancy
of the 6 new aged units.
10 Presbytery of Mowbray, southern
Brisbane (named after pioneer minister
Thomas Mowbray 1812-1867); 12
parishes, 10 home mission stations
totalling 26 congregations with 2020
communicants and adherents; 1 theological lecturer, 1 department head, 1
defence chaplain, 9 retired ministers, 5

13

14

15

16
17

18

19

20

other ministers; Brian Enchelmaier
clerk.
Robyn Davies from Strathfield, NSW, as
she and Lizbeth Fritzell (from Sweden)
check Scripture books in the Duke of
York Islands, PNG – and the impact of
the Jesus video with their soundtrack in
the Ramoaaina language.
Judges, magistrates and lawyers, that
there might be justice to all in our community, especially the poor and powerless.
Callide Valley parish, central Qld –
Biloela and two other congregations;
with about 85 communicants and 6
elders; Henry and Penelope Pennings.
Pray for the Reformed College of
Ministries evening lectures next to Ann
Street church, in central Brisbane, for
acting Principal Peter Richardson and
the lecturers.
Dennis and Glenys Tranter from
Frankston, Vic, as they support the aboriginal Christian leadership at
Borraloola, 1000 road km SE from
Darwin – and Glenys’ parents helping
them.
Pray that in all our Christian singing the
God-centredness and spiritual depth of
the Psalms may be reflected.
Andrew and Joy Bray at Moorabool,
Vic. (Anakie, Batesford, Russell’s Bridge
– about 60 communicants and 8 elders).
His ordination last November was the
first in this parish dating from 1854.
The 29 million people of Morocco,
north Africa, almost 100% Muslim
(though Christian in early centuries,
there are only a few hundred at present
including the 35% Berber people); pray
that the gospel may come to them
through radio, literature and Moroccans
in Europe.
Thank God for the missionary service of
Ernest and Marilyn Gunders, Andrew
and Marilyn Schache, Dianne Town and
Jean Stewart; pray for their settlement
back in Queensland and for replacements.
Presbytery of Hawkesbury, western
Sydney; 17 parishes, 7 home mission
stations totalling 28 congregations with
2315 communicants and adherents; 1
defence and 1 hospital chaplain, 1 missionary organiser, 1 deaconess, 7 retired
ministers, 8 other ministers; 10 ministerial candidates; Mick Quirk clerk.
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Not only is this an extremely enjoyable
read, but I would class it as a “must read”
for our times. The areas in which the
Becketts ministered continue to have a
great need for the gospel. Our church (and
most other denominations) has not ventured into many of these areas for decades.
We should be praying that the Lord of the
harvest will equip and send workers into
this part of His world.
Available from Westprint, 6 Park St Nhill,
Vic 3418, $24.95
Rob Duncanson is minister of Rochester
Presbyterian Church, Vic

Lipstick, Swag and
Sweatrag
Beth Beckett
(Central Queensland University Press, 1998.)
Reviewed by Rob Duncanson

T

his book is the delightful story of Beth
Beckett, who went with her husband Ken
into the outback with the Australian Inland
mission not long after World War II. Beth
and Ken were both born in Eaglehawk
(central Victoria). They met during the war
when they were both serving the RAAF in
the Northern Territory.
In their patrol work, they travelled
throughout a vast area about five times the
size of Victoria. Named the Northern
Patrol, it extended through the Kimberley
region of WA and the northern part of the
Northern Territory. Their territory
included a vast expanse of coastland, the
rocky gorges of the Kimberley and the arid
desert areas and station country further
inland.
Beth writes: “This story is of my nine
years of varied experiences living in a
motor truck and bumping over endless,
rough and rugged miles of the Kimberley
and Northern Territory.” She does this in
a very engaging style, with countless
anecdotes and stories of the characters of
the bush which give an enticing glimpse
of the world of Inland Australia in that
era.
There are many differences between the
work which she and Ken engaged in and
the work of the modern day Patrol ministry. For example, our four-wheel-drive
vehicles and means of communication are
far superior to their overloaded Chevrolet
Utility and Traegar pedal radio. However,
the purpose of the Patrol Padre remains the
same. As Betty writes, “the Patrol Padre’s
job was to provide spiritual care to the
inland folk scattered over a wide area”. My
one disappointment with the book was that
she did not emphasise more this spiritual
aspect of their work.

He Still Moves Stones
Max Lucado
(Nashville: Word, 1999)
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

M

ax Lucado has the gift for the snappy
expression, but sometimes his theology
and his history are less than accurate.
Moses is not to be dated 2000 before
Christ’s public ministry but 1500 years
(p81). Chapter 11 on John 5:1-18 seems to
miss the point that the man healed by the
pool was an unbeliever both before and
after the healing. Also, to speak of Jesus as
one who “changes his plan to meet the
needs of some friends” seems to betray a
grossly deficient view of his omniscience
and sovereignty (p138).
However, there is biblical teaching here
which is simply expressed, and some of the
illustrations are quite striking and memorable. A steady diet of Lucado’s books
might leave one somewhat anorexic, but
there is something here for everybody.

Who are the Puritans ...
and what do they teach?
Errol Hulse
(Darlington: Evangelical Press, 2000)
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

I

tion begged him to go on! Thomas Watson
remains perhaps the most readable of the
Puritans, John Owen is the most penetrating of the theologians, and Richard Baxter
one of the most devotional and pastoral.
All of them feared God more than men,
and showed remarkable courage borne of
their faith. Robert Harris preached on
James 5:12 (‘swear not at all’) to a group of
soldiers even after one of the soldiers had
threatened to shoot him.
Admittedly, there was a tendency to
overdo things at times. John Wells wrote a
787 page exposition on the Sabbath, based
on Isaiah 58:13-14, but he was no advocate
of the long face. He wrote: ‘Joy suits no
person so much as the saint and no day so
well as the Sabbath.”
Few expositors have come anywhere
near rivalling the Puritans in their close
applications of Scripture. John Owen is just
one who understood the human soul in its
fallen condition: “The deceitfulness of sin is
seen in that it is modest in its first proposals but when it prevails it hardens men’s
hearts, and brings them to ruin.”
This is not a work of hagiography. Hulse
accepts that some of the criticisms made of
the Puritans have some validity.
Nevertheless, Hulse’s work is probably
weakest in trying to analyse why the
Puritan movement went into decline. Also,
Verduin’s thesis that the Anabaptists of the
16th century paved the way for the Baptists
of the 17th century has always seemed tenuous to me. The 16th century Anabaptists
were weak theologically, and often heretical, whereas John Bunyan in the 17th century clearly belonged with the mainstream
Puritan movement. The problems created
by the Constantinian revolution of the
fourth century are not necessarily solved by
advocating the complete separation of
Church and state. All in all, however, this is
a most helpful introduction to the Puritans,
and deserves a wide readership.

Which Way to God?

n 1957 William Haller commented of the
Puritans: “Almost no one reads their writings now.” Indeed, they have been discarded by many as narrow- minded, miserable and irrelevant bigots. Erroll Hulse’s
introduction to their work is designed to
remedy that situation. Hulse’s book deals
with the Puritans in three sections: their
story, their lives, and how we can be helped
by them today.
The Puritan movement was by any standards a remarkable one. For example,
Laurence Chaderton, the master of
Emmanuel College at Cambridge, once
preached for two hours, and his congrega-

Peter Jeffery
(Darlington: Evangelical Press, 2000)
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

P

eter Jeffery has a deserved reputation for
presenting the gospel in a clear and readable
way, and he has done so yet again with this
32-page booklet Which Way to God? It is
very attractively produced, is simply written, is quite direct in its presentation, and
finishes with an illustration from a car park
in Bristol. The only thing lacking, in my
view, was an emphasis on the resurrection
of Christ. We make too little of this in
modern evangelism, compared to the
preaching in the book of Acts. But this will
prove a helpful and useful booklet.
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Work it out
Even in heaven, we’ll do more than luxuriate by the pool.

W

ork dominates so large a proportion of our lives that it is
necessary to understand clearly
what God says on the subject. I
have met fellows who seem to regard work
as the curse of the drinking classes. At any
rate, their view of the ideal society would
preclude any place for anything as onerous
as work.
During the student revolts in Paris in
1968 there was one placard which declared
Work – it will make you ugly. God, however, gave tasks to Adam in paradise before
the Fall. Adam was put in the garden of
Eden not to be idle but to tend and keep it
(Gen. 2:15). Even in the new heaven and
the new earth, Christ’s servants shall serve
him (Rev. 22:3), which presumably means
they are doing more than luxuriating by a
swimming pool while eating grapes.
Work was not ruined by the government
or by the unions but by sin. It is because of
Adam’s disobedience that work became
labour – the ground is cursed, there are
thorns and thistles, and in the sweat of his
face man would eat his bread (Gen. 3:1719). Hence there are troubles in the workplace, as there are everywhere else. We are
to be realistic about work.
Some do not work hard enough, and are
told rather bluntly: “Go to the ant, you
sluggard! Consider her ways and be wise”
(Prov. 6:6). A friend of Frank Deeks used
to say to him: “Why should the working
man work when he’s got the health and
strength to lie in bed?” There is a widespread alienation from work in our society
today. To them Paul would say: “If anyone
will not work (as opposed to “is unable to
work”), neither shall he eat” (2 Thess.
3:10). It remains true, as one wit commented: “A dictionary is the only place
where you will find success before work.”
Indeed, the worst thing about laziness is
that all meaning is drained from life.

Peter Barnes
Then there are those who work hard
enough but in the wrong way. In the day of
the prophet Amos they would lament:
“When will the new moon be past, that we
may sell grain? And the Sabbath, that we
may trade wheat? Making the ephah small
and the shekel large, falsifying the scales by
deceit, that we may buy the poor for silver,
and the needy for a pair of sandals – even

sell the bad wheat?’ (Amos 8:5-6) Religious
holidays were a bane, a curb on moneymaking activities, and so were any commandments about treating our neighbour
as ourselves. What matters to these people
is activity, success, and status.
In the Christian scheme of things, work
is neither to be despised nor idolised. Apart
from God, our labours are in vain (Ps.
127:1-2). They simply fill in our day, and
stop us thinking about eternal matters.
Work which flows from a heartfelt trust in
God brings benefits (Eccles. 2:24), and the
sleep of a labouring man is sweet (Eccles.
5:12). There is satisfaction in putting in a
good and honest day’s work at whatever we
do. This is true even for the slave – his
work, done in faith, is pleasing to God
(Eph. 6:5-9). As Martin Luther put it: “A
dairymaid can milk cows to the glory of
God.”

A

ll lawful work is purposeful – we are to
work honestly so as to be able to give generously (Eph. 4:28). The 17th century
metaphysical poet and Anglican priest
George Herbert once mused how the
phrase “for Thy sake” could transform
even the lowliest of activities: A servant
with this clause Makes drudgery divine:
Who sweeps a room, as for Thy laws,
Makes that and the action fine.
God is not just the God of prayer, praise
and Bible-reading. There is nothing secular
in God’s sight. A Christian farmer,
mechanic, teacher, nurse or ditch- digger is
to be one who is honest, hard-working,
reliable, and competent. In short, he or she
is to commend Christ in the everyday
activities of life.
Peter Barnes is minister of Revesby
Presbyterian Church, Sydney, and books ediap
tor of AP.
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